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Building Remodeling Task Group 
(Peter Findlay, Jim Hardy, Walt Hill, Shirl Thomas, Bruce Kirkman, Chair) 

Update To The Board· January 14, 2010 

Since the October 8 report to the Board the Task group has engaged Doug Harris as a consulting 
architect and signed with Lloyd Fisher as a Buyer's Agent as authorized at that meeting. 

Doug Harris Report 

Doug was engaged to ascertain the potential and cost of adding to our building given the constraint 
of the storm drain running through the planned building space. His findings showed that, in addition 
to the known storm drain, there is also a sewer drain on the site. Both can be accommodated at a 
cost. Doug engaged an engineer to determine the overall relocation requirements and prepare a 
cost estimate. The cost would be significant at about $75,000, partly because any change to the 
system will require upsizing the storm drain per the new code. Doug also met with the City to 
determine the UDO costs to commence building and estimates those at about $25,000. The total 
amount of both (which the Task Group lovingly calls the "entry fee") would be approximately 
$100,000. This includes bringing the parking lot into compliance with the UDO for the current 
sanctuary seating. There may be room to negotiate with the City for some cost sharing on the 
storm drain work as they know the upsizing will have to be dealt with eventually but they may or 
may not be prepared to do so at this time. 

Doug's work authorization did not include any design, so the cost of building is only an informed 
estimate, but for the approximately 1200 square foot addition we would recommend going forward 
with might be in the range of $300,000. This includes restructuring the current interior, furnishings, 
etc. This would make a total of perhaps $400,000 for changes that would allow us to meet the 
original objective of improving both CRE and Social space. 

Doug also produced some excellent, work to assist us in our decision making process. He did 
"massing" studies of what could be added to this building on this site given space, Code, etc .. 
These showed a total potential addition for classrooms, offices, etc., of up to 3000 square feet on 
one story or 6000 square feet on two stories, clearly more than we would ever foresee. He also 
showed how a sanctuary addition of up to 80 seats could occur. This would require moving the 
Memorial Garden but a potential space for that was identified. The only known UDO issue is an 20 
additional parking spaces which would have to be provided for if the Sanctuary were enlarged. 

Lloyd Fisher 

Lloyd is still in a search mode but has identified several spaces that could be considered for a new 
UUTC building site. None has the presence and convenience of our current site nor is anything 
affordable likely to do so. The currently identified sites all have or can get City water and sewer 
which we highly recommend due to code requirements for sprinklers, etc. The cost of the currently 
identified sites ranges from $300,000 to more than $600,000. All would have to be carefully studied 
for flood zone compliance before purchasing. 



The Task group also visited the Cornerstone Presbyterian Church on Elm Bend Road to see what 
has recently been accomplished with a new cchurch building at an "affordable" cost. (Incidentally, 
Cornerstone looked at our building before deciding to build). Their new building was occupied in 
2004. They employed a "design/build" process with a local builder and achieved an impressive 
space at an equally impressive cost. They built 9000 square feet (we currently have about 5800) 
and have raised 65% of the funds required to add 5000 more for a social room and professional 
kitchen. Their new sanctuary now doubles as a social room with movable chairs like ours and the 
current kitchen with household appliances will be converted to other use. 

Interim Feelings 

The Cornerstone visit left us with a warm and envious feeling of how "right" our home could be in a 
new construction scenario and a clear impression that that would be the least end cost option. 
A new building, however, could never have the wonderful location we now enjoy. It also would be 
the higher cost near-term option as it would involve land purchase and building costs now as 
opposed to a stepped cost of adding to the current, almost paid for building. 

Next Steps? 

When the Board feels enough information is available and suitably presentable, the subject should 
be introduced to the congregation for input. There will immediately be 100+ architects and the 
same number of real estate shoppers if it follows the pattern when we were searching for the 
current building/building site. The Board must give direction to preclude this and direct that all input 
go to/through a well prepared and duly appointed committee. 

This Task Group has a great deal of additional archttect's work and real estate data and has 
prepared exhaustive pro/con lists for a range of scenarios including 1) staying in the present 
location with little or no internal renovations, 2) staying in the present location and constructing a 
building addition and remodeling the existing interior, 3) staying in the present location with minimal 
changes while buying land to build on later, 4) buying and renovating an existing building and 5) 
buying land and building now. The City confirmed to us that it would not be possible to place a 
trailer or any other semi-permanent structure over the sewer and storm drains, eliminating another 
option we had been considering. Distilling this for communicating with the Congregation will be a 
challenging task to prevent information overload while sharing what is important. 



Building Remodeling Task Groun
(Peter Findlay, Jim Hardy , Walt Hill, Shin Thomas, Bruce Kirkman, Chair)

Report to the Board
October 8~ 2009

The BRTG has met four times. We focused initially on defining our task and setting parameters
for our work. The DRE met with us twice and coordinated early input from the CRE Committee.
Once we were fully focused, we interviewed two architects as requested by the Board. Then we
refined our work based on learnings from the interviews. We are prepared to proceed with an
architect recommendation to take the project to the next step but will recommend that action be
coupled with another, simultaneous action.

Basic Principles:
1) Neither sanctuary space nor parking spaces can/will be changed.
2) The principal results of any remodeling/addition would be increased social space,

increased CRE space and better building efficiency.
3) To assure meeting cost parameters, the changes would be “adequate” but not “optimum”

in many areas.
4) Green/recycling principles will be applied as financially practical.
5) Changes/additions should not diminish the value of the property for any future sale.
6) Consideration of pending upgrades/replacements to the building (HVAC upgrade

completion, roof repair/replacement, new carpet/flooring, etc.) should be
considered/accomplished at the same time as the project’s recommended changes for
maximum efficiency and minimum disruptions.

7) The recommended action should enable the Congregation to function adequately in this
building for a minimum often years to be cost effective/practical; this assumes two
services are acceptable and will continue.

Major Constraints: There are two major constraints to be evaluated before we can be assured of
our ability to proceed with the desired work. They are:

1) City of Brevard and City Planning Department approval to proceed given our parking
situation.

2) Achieving an affordable solution to the storm drain situation on our property where the
desired expansion would be placed.

Other:
1) Data available to us suggests that ten years is about the limit we could expect to be able

to continue on this site based on growth trends; following that we may have to consider
moving to an existing or new building or starting a second congregation.

2) The Committee started exploring, in a low-key manner, other possible buildings or
building sites available in the community to make sure there are no obvious alternatives
to be considered at this time. We want to assure that we are pursuing the most
advantageous and cost effective course to meeting our needs. Property values, interest
rates and building costs are as low as they probably will ever be and our building will



probably not be any more marketable in ten years due to the Davidson River (Ecusta)
project coming on-line about that time.

3) Fund raising and financing are not in this committee’s scope of responsibilities.
4) The Board should consider applying for a TID Chalice Lighter Grant or UUA funds if the

project proceeds.

Recommendation #1 to the Board: Authorize the engagement of Harris Architects for a
Feasibifity Study of the desired remodeling/addition. The cost of this study should not exceed
$7,500 +/-10%. The study work will be prioritized to consider the two major constraints to
proceeding with the project first so as to minimize the total study cost of they cannot be dealt
with cost effectively.

Recommendation #2 to the Board: Authorize the signing of a Buyer’s Agent agreement
with Lloyd Fisher of Fisher Realty. This would enable him to explore the Brevard real estate
market on our behalf for any viable and affordable alternatives to remodeling this building.
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Other: 
Coat room/ hanging N 
Furniture storage N 
Roof 
Energy upgrade 

Need/Change Notes 

No change Code limited 

No Change Code limited 

Enlarge Maximize table seating 

Enlarge as possible 175-200 sq ft, natural light

Tech to sanctuary? 

Enlarge Seat 10/12 

150± sq ft 

l 7 5t sq ft, near rest room 

250t sq ft 

250+ sq ft 

250± sq ft 

150± sq ft 

No change, probably 

Incorporate supply cabinet(s) 

Complete replacement program 

Possible Sanct & CRE entry with coatroom 

Look for alternatives 
Consider as changes made 
Consider as changes made 
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UUTC EXP ANSI ON PROJECT 

ADDENDUM 

to 

CONSTRUCT A BUILDING ADDITION 

AND 

REMODEL THE EXISTING INTERIOR 

The attached graph illustrates Average Attendance (Quarterly) from Year-2004 to Year 2009. 
The conclusion that may be drawn from this graph, when compared to Projected Membership 
Growth (Members and Friends), previously issued, is most revealing. 

Comparing the mean slope of both graphs for the years 2004 to 2009 inclusive, the slope of the 
curves, relative to each baseline time frame, are virtually identical. 

However, if the Quarterly Attendance (an annual peak) at the beginning of Year-2004 (78) is 
compared to the Total Membership at the beginning of Year-2004 (162) the ratio of Attendance to 
Membership equals 48%.

Similarly if the Quarterly Attendance (an annual peak) at the beginning of Year-2009 (122) is 
compared to the Total Membership at the beginning ofYear-2009 (218) the ratio of Attendance to 
Membership equals 56%.

It therefore can be concluded that Attendance at Sundays services compared to the total of Members 
and Friends ranges from 48% to 56%. 

The implication of this is significant. It suggests that while Total Congregational size versus 
Sanctuary seating capacity (142 chairs) has been projected to be reached in ten to twelve years, an 
Attendance versus Sanctuary seating capacity is a more meaningful measurement and will be a 
longer period of time, estimated as follows: 

Based upon a previous 10 year estimate: 

10 years+ 0.48 = 20.8 years ... or ... 10 years+ 0.56 = 17.8 years 

Based upon a previous 12 year estimate: 

12 years+ 0.48 = 25.0 years ... or ... 12 years+ 0.56 = 21.4 years. 

While caution should continue to be exercised for Sunday Services seating projections over this 
length of time, it may be concluded that maximum seating capacity (80% of number of chairs) will 
be reach well in excess of 10 to 12 years ... say, conservatively, 15 to 16 years or more. This 
conclusion is significant regarding attempts to determine if and when UUTC's expanding 
Congregation would outgrow the Sanctuary seating capacity. 

Average Attendance (Quarterly) graph - attached 
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UUTC EXPANSION PROJECT 

) CONSTRUCT A BUILDING ADDITION 

AND 

REMODEL THE EXISTING INTERIOR 

Basic Premise: 

With the continuing increase of attendees at Sunday services, allied with the cost-effective 
impracticality of expanding the existing Sanctuary, it is evident that holding two Sunday services 
will permanently be continued. Based upon these considerations as "given parameters" the primary 
objective of the proposal to expand and modify the existing building is to accommodate anticipated 
continuing Congregational growth and also, to provide expanded CRE facilities, all on a minimal
cost-effective basis, yet retaining a building floor plan appropriate for possible sale of the building 
in the future. 

Basic Concept: 

• Construct a single story building addition to essentially provide additional facilities for CRE
and ARE functions, small meeting facilities et al, and a relocated Minister's office. An
important factor is that the proposed location of a building addition would not reduce

) existing car parking facilities.

• Enlarge the existing Social Room to better accommodate Social gatherings, and also for use
as a general meeting room. As a possibility for the future, to also provide overflow
accommodation, via a television link from the Sanctuary, for Sunday services.

• Relocate and improve the Administrative Secretary Office, the Conference Room, the
Children's Nursery and the Minister's Office, et al.

• Provide Lobby area improvements.

Accomplishments to Date: 

Proposed Floor Plan: 

f,..��T c>F .A--
AR--ffi.itial floor pl.an-Gf-the proposed building expansion and interior remodeling was developed. 
Following discussions between members of the Building Remodeling Task Group, and input from 
CRE and DRE, several modifications to the floor plan were made, leading to the latest revision 
dated November 11, 2009. Copies of the latest revision have been distributed to members of the 
Task Group. An accompanying compilation "Comparison of Existing Versus Additional
Interior Floor Space" is attached. During the same time frame, a list of "Basic Requirements" 
was independently developed and the latest Revision closely conforms to that list. 
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Estimated Congregational Growth: 

Based upon Attendance statistics from Year-2004 to Year-2009, the growth rate of Members and 
Friends has been linearly extrapolated to indicate the number of years when the seating capacity of 
the Sanctuary will reach 80% and 85% of Sanctuary seating capacity. This extrapolated data is 
based upon (a) the continuation of two Sunday Services (b) a continuing ratio of Members and 
Friends and ( c) a continuing ratio of Congregational attendance at the first Sunday Service 
compared to the second Sunday Service. 

The foregoing parameters comprise several variables, so the conclusions are speculative, at best. 
Nevertheless, based upon the foregoing extrapolation it may be concluded that, based upon 80% 
and 85% of existing Sanctuary seating capacity, the Congregational size would be within a range of 
315 to 325 and would be reached within approximately a 10 to 12 year period of time (see attached 
graph). 

In attempting to forecast Congregational growth over a 10 to 12 period, there are two possible 
scenarios. The Congregational size may actually plateau prior to reaching the range of 315 to 325 
(which characteristically occurs within many UU churches). Alternatively, if Congregational 
growth exceeds the linear extrapolation, then the 10 to 12 year period of time would be over stated. 
With these variables, a "straight line extrapolation" of historical growth appears to be the only 
feasible way to assess future Congregational growth ( consider it a guideline) but possibly allied 
with subjective judgment of the prevailing future situation. 

Doug Harris, Architect Services: 

At this stage, Doug Harris, Architect, was engaged to explore the following: 

1. On the site of the proposed building addition, there is a manhole cover indicating an
underground storm drain line, leading from the comer of Broad Street and Varsity A venue to an
outlet located contiguous with UUTC's property line. Doug Harris has reported that there is also an
adjacent sanitary sewer line. Doug Harris has advised that the City of Brevard Planning
Department's position is that both lines will have to be removed from their existing location.

2. It would appear that some of the relocation costs would probably be shared between the City of
Brevard and UUTC - seemingly a negotiable situation that has not been explored. However, it is
speculated by the Task Group that UUTC's share of the relocation costs could be circa $100,000
(maybe more, maybe less).

3. Based upon the seating capacity of the Sanctuary, the number of on-site car parking spaces
currently does not meet City of Brevard code requirements. However, there is an informal
arrangement with Transylvania County that vehicles may be parked for Sunday services on a
parking area facing UUTC's property on Varsity Avenue. There is concern that if such an informal
agreement were to be revoked, UUTC would then be unable to conform to the City of Brevard
vehicle parking code requirements. Doug Harris has advised that, in such an event, the existing car
parking area could be reconfigured to legally comply with code requirements, thus eliminating a
concern that could arise after a building addition had been constructed.

2 
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Preliminary Estimate of Costs 

1,062 sq. ft.@ $150 per sq. ft.=

Add Construction Contingency ( 10%) 
Architectural Plans, et al 

$ 159,000 -See Note # 1. 
$ 15,900 

Estimated Construction costs: 
$ 10,000 -( estimated) 
$ 184,900 

Interior reconstruction: $ 10,000- See Note #2 (estimated) 
Interior decorating & carpeting 
Landscaping 
Interior Furnishings 

$ 8,000 
$ 1,000 
$ 5,000 

Estimated Total Cost: $ 208,900 - See Note #3 

Note # 1: $150 per sq. ft. is based on a preliminary estimate by Doug Harris, Architect. 

Note #2: It is anticipated that some segments of construction could be provided by 
UUTC volunteers, to reduce the interior reconstruction costs. 

Note #3: Any expense incurred by UUTC to relocate the Storm Drain and Sanitary 
Sewer lines ($75,000 to $100,000?) would be in addition to the 
"Estimated Total Cost" shown above. 

Estimated Annual Operating Expenses for Building Addition 

Estimated Existing interior floor space: 6,380 sq. ft. 
Estimated Building Addition interior floor space: 1,026 sq. ft. 
Ratio of Building Addition versus Existing Building = 1,026 + 6,380 = 0.16 ratio. 

( 1) Current Gas expenses-Existing building: $2,390 
Estimated Gas expenses - building addition: $2,390 x 0.16 = $ 382 

(2) Current Electricity expenses - Existing building $ 2,600 
Estimated Electricity expenses -building addition: $2,600 x 0.16 = $ 156 

(3) Current Water/Sewage expenses- Existing building $ 5 10 
Estimated Water/Sewage expenses- building addition:$ 5 10 x 0.16 = $ 82 

(4) Current Insurance Costs:
Estimated pro rata increase -building addition:

$2,500 
$2,500 X 0.16 = $ 400 

Estimated Total Annual Utility Expense Increases: $ 1,020 
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Pro factors for a Building Addition and Remodeling: 

• Location on a main highway, close to the center of town - a prime location. T�
koustmction is first class-¥erSQS a less expensive contract building.

• Expanded CRE facilities (from 256 sq. ft. to 644 sq. ft)

• Nursery Room relocated contiguous with Lobby Rest rooms (from 200 sq. ft. to 192 sq. ft.)

• Expanded Conference Room (from 140 sq. ft. to 250 sq. ft.)

Note: This room could also be available for temporary use by CRE. (in addition to the 644
sq. ft. above)

• Expanded Social Room (from 488 sq. ft. to 870 sq. ft.)

Note #1: Includes storage cupboards for folding chairs, TV NCR & Stand, sound equipment
and a 2-tier, 12 ft run of storage shelving. 

Note #2: An enlarged Social Room could provide overflow accommodation for Sunday 
Services, with a television link to the Sanctuary. Far fetched? Other churches 
have resorted to such an arrangement to avoid an additional Sunday service. 

Note #3: An enlarged Social room, equipped with its independent sound system would be 
suitable to accommodate smaller meeting groups, e.g. Sierra Club, et al 

• Rearrangement of Staff offices will provide a local, central Administrative core.

• Enclosed Administrative Asst. Office (from 118 sq. ft. to 144 sq. ft. - currently unenclosed)

• Relocated Minister's office (from 144 sq. ft. to 168 sq. ft.)

• Entrance Canopy for Sanctuary Rear Entry Door and for a private Minister's Entry Door.

• Improved Lobby arrangement/facilities

• Building Addition does not reduce existing car parking facilities.

• Proposed two CRE rooms, each 23 ft. x 14 ft. may be converted in the future into four
offices, each 11 ft.- 6 ins. x 14 ft. possibly increasing sale ability of the building.

• If UUTC's Congregational size plateaus at less than circa 325 then the investment to
expand and remodel the existing building in its prime location will be well justified.

• ????????
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Con Factors for a building Addition and Remodeling 

• IfUUTC's Congregation outgrows the existing building in less than 12 years, then it would
probably have been a better strategy to "make do" with the existing building and invest in
land for the future construction of a larger church

• The cost of relocating storm drain and sanitary sewer line may be a sizable additional cost,
i.e. $75,000 to $100,000, but this factor remains to be negotiated with the City of Brevard.

• If the total cost for the building expansion and remodeling is fully financed by an additional
mortgage (an unlikely scenario), the additional mortgage payments within the annual
operating budget would be circa $26,000. However, any "up front" fund raising campaign �
would ameliorate such an annual budget cost.

• The existing building was on the market for several years before being purchased by UUTC.
Although the building could be an ideal purchase for, say, an Art Institute, a Museum or as a
Medical building, finding a suitable buyer could be a long-term situation.

• With the current economy and bank loan restrictions, could UUTC obtain a mortgage
sufficient to finance the primary cost of the project?

• Constructing a building addition and remodeling the existing building commits UUTC to
continuing with two services each Sunday. This tends to inhibit Congregational members
getting to know each other better and socialize together as one whole unit, compared to
obtaining a larger building (build or buy) so that the Congregation can be accommodated by
one Sunday service.

• If the Congregation outgrows the existing building and is unable to sell the building at that
time, it may be faced with having to establish a Satellite church (Davidson River project?).
That could lead to a split of the existing Congregation.

• Doug Hafo'is, Architect, has demonstrated that the Sanctuary footprint could be enlarged
(some �additional chairs). How-ev'er, the cost effectiveness of such an expansion is
-Etttestionabre, ana�dversely affect our ability to conform to the vehicle parking
code requirements? t1 £� f4-- �,c/t(>C)V

• The sequence of constructing a building addition and remodeling would have to be carefully
thought out to minimize disruption of day-to-day use of the building. Certainly some degree
of disruption would be inevitable.

• ?????????
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Comparison of Existing versus Additional Interior Floor Space 
(Revised November 11, 2009) 

Webmaster, DRE 
& General Office 

Social Room 

Existing Floor Space Proposed Floor Space 

12' x 12'- 9" = 153 sq. ft no change 

16'- 3" x 30' = 488 sq. ft. 29' x 30' = 870 sq. ft. 
(including storage for 
chairs , TV & Sound) 

Conference Room 12' x 11 ' - 8" 140 sq. ft. 15' x 16' = 240 sq. ft. 

Nursery 
Play Area 

CRE Room 

(usable space) 

10'-9" X 12'-9" = 137 sq. ft. 
9' -9" X 6' -6" = 63 sq. ft. 

200 s�ft. 12'xl6'=192 s�ft. 

) (former Conference Room) 16' x 16' = 256 sq. ft. 23' x 14' = 322 sq. ft ) 
23' X 14' = 322 sq. ft. 

Increase 

- 0 -

382 sq. ft. 

100 sq. ft. 

( 8 sq. ft.) 

644 sq. ft 388 sq. ft. 

Note: Conference Room could also be used 
for temporary overflow CRE usage on a 
Sunday, say for older age group children. 

15' X 16' = 240 sq. ft. 240 sq. ft. 

Total available CRE floor space: (388 sq. ft.+ 240 sq. ft.= 628 sq. ft.) 

Admin. Office 9'-3" X 12'- 9" = 118 sq. ft. 12' X 12' = 144 sq. ft. 26 sq. ft. 

Minister's Office (usable) 12' X 12' = 144 sq. ft. 12' X 14' = 168 sq. ft. 24 sq. ft. 

Entrance Lobby no change no change - 0-

Kitchen Area no change no change - 0 -

Utility Room no change no change -0-
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UUTC STAYING IN PRESENT BUILDING 

WITH MINOR OR NO RENOVATION 

PRESENT STATUS: 
1. Size of current congregation: 165 Members, 50 Friends.
2. Projected growth: possible membership near 300 within 10-12 years.

3. Present sanctuary size: For 142 people.
4. Present mortgage:+/- $50,000.
5. Estimated property value: $850,000 to $1,000,000.

PROS: 
1. Less financial risk since our building is almost paid off with a low monthly mortgage

payment. Also, funds will be needed for purchase of land or another building.
2. No need for large fundraising campaigns.
3. No pressure to sell in a poor real estate market, and we might not get what our building is

worth which money would be needed to help fund purchased land or a building (this could balance out).
4. Currently it may be difficult to find a lender for property we buy.

5. Projections of membership growth could be too optimistic with membership leveling off.
6. Security of a steady meeting place and avoidance of major disruption and/or seeking

meeting places while constructing a new building.
7. Our building is in an ideal location with good visibility and access by the community.
8. Our current building is well built and attractive.
9. Currently there is no threat for our parking spaces on county property to be withdrawn.
10. People can meet and greet in the social area between services to help unify the two services.
11. Remodeling with the attendant storm-drain problems and expense can be avoided.
12. The cost of small renovations would be minor.

13. Minor renovations with our current plan could possibly accommodate most users with these examples:

CONS: 

a. Increasing the social area size by moving the nursery across the hall into a room nearer the restroom;
b. Use of the sanctuary for some dinner overflow;

c. More sharing of space by using movable dividers in lobby and/or social area;
d. Creating storage for tables & chairs near social area;
e. Rearranging users of rooms, putting all administration in one room with filing cabinets

in the utility room, or using the current room and the small room across the hall;
f Changing the building entrance to the rear during the week for small meetings and 

minister appointments; 
g. Erecting a small rear entrance enclosure for coats and for limiting drafts to the sanctuary.

1. The current building layout is unsatisfactory for a robust children's program.
2. The current sanctuary size necessitates two services, putting extra burdens on the

minister, speakers, choir, performers, and volunteer ushers.
3. Two services splits the congregation into groups that are less likely to know each other.
4. The minister's office is too small, dark, and too inaccessible to members.
5. The social area is too small and crowded for coffee service and dinners.
6. Storage of tables and chairs is awkward and too distant from social area.
7. If growth projections for steady membership increase happens, the pressures on

space will increase, putting UUTC in a more desperate situation in the future.
8. Delaying land or building purchase could mean difficulty finding such in the future since

there is a shortage of suitable land in our mountainous county and prices will increase.
9. This might be an ideal time to purchase land or a building while interest rates are low,

and property prices are more likely to be negotiable.
10. Delaying building could face future higher construction prices.
11. If people are too crowded, it may inhibit growth.
12. Some accommodations may cause more physical effort with moving of sanctuary chairs and

inconvenience for staff and volunteers.



A New Home For UUTC 

Location: 

Sanctuary 
Size: 

Other Space -
Mandatory: 

Our current location in the center of town has undoubtedly been a 
positive factor in our growth. Getting a highly visible and easily 
accessible new location is very desirable but will probably be a 
major cost issue. 

The new home should allow for about 200 - 225 seats with an 

absolute minimum of 190 and a desirable maximum of 250. Any 
smaller would make moving questionable and any larger would 
have us uncomfortably rattling for a loooooong time. 

Minister's office 

Church Office 
Kitchen 
Social area for coffee 
Meeting room seating at least 12 
Sufficient bathrooms ( either code compliant or affordably convertible) 
A nursery and at least 3 CRE rooms 
Attractive, inviting lobby 
Storage space( s) 

Other Space - Separate social room capable of seating at least 125. 

Highly Desirable: 2 meeting rooms, one capable of seating at least 16 

Condition: 

Exterior: 

Parking: 

A nursery and 5 CRE rooms, one suitable for youth use 
More storage spaces 

The cost of making the new space acceptable to our congregation and/or to 
the local building codes must be considered one of the purchase decision 
parameters. "We can live with this for a while" is a dangerous trap. This 
evaluation should be aided by a code knowledgeable professional. 

The current condition and immediately required renovation/upgrade costs 
should be factored into and presented as part of the purchase decision. 
This information should also be supported by the input of a code 
knowledgeable professional. 

How does available parking comply with local code? What is the 
condition and life expectancy of the current parking surface? 



Occupancy 
Costs 

On-Going 
Costs: 

What is the purchase price? 

What might we expect to get for our building? After what length of time? 
What mandatory costs might we encounter prior to occupancy ( code 
required or other)? 
What discretionary but highly desirable costs might we encounter prior to 
occupancy? 
What interest rate can we obtain at this time? What would be the monthly 
payments? 

What will the utility costs be for the new building and grounds? 

What will the cleaning service costs be for the new building? 
What will the new grounds maintenance costs be (if not reasonably doable 
by UUTC volunteers)? 
When might major repairs (HV AC, roof, parking lot, etc.) be expected and 
what might the costs be? 



NECESSARY STEPS TO PURCHASING A NEW BUILDING FOR UUTC 

The road to a new facility for UUTC will be a long and expensive one, but one that we must take 
to ensure the continuing success and growth of our congregation. There is much to be done 
along the way from our present situation to prepare for and execute the purchase of a new 
facility. 

The present situation is that we are already pushing the limits of our current building. The 
sanctuary, while not always full, is certainly at the point where people will begin to question 
whether there is space enough for them when they arrive. It is well documented that when about 
80% of the seats are regularly full, further growth will be restricted. We have at best, 3 rooms to 
devote to children's religious education, an officer for the minister, and a "church office." As 
we grow, we will certainly need many more classrooms than we now have. Even if we combine 
children into age groups spanning 3 years, we will need at least 7 classrooms as the congregation 
grows and our children mature. (Nursery, 2-4, 5-7, 8-10, 11-13, 14-16, and older teens, for 
example) Ideally, we could use 12 or more rooms, including an office for the RE director. In 
addition, we will someday have a paid administrator or administrative assistant who will need 
office space. 

In the recent past, there have been disagreements within the congregation with regard to how 
much space should be devoted to Religious Education. Solely as an example, this suggests that 
there will be many opportunities for debate among our members as to the need for more space, 
the type of space needed, and the best means of acquiring this space. For this reason, it is 
important to try to anticipate and plan for some of the hurdles to be overcome along the way to 
acquiring our new UUTC home. 

Some of the objections/questions that might be anticipated to come up. 

Why can't we build on the present space. 
Should we build a brand new building somewhere, or try to purchase an existing space? 
We can't afford it. 
We won't grow enough to justify it (or pay for it). 
How much will I have to pay in addition to my current pledge? 
How many new members will it take to pay for the new space? 
How many new members might we expect to obtain? 
We're finejust as we are. 
We should finish paying for what we have before trying to buy a new building. 
What authority do we have anyway to negotiate for a new building? 
This is just another case of things being done secretly. 
What levels of congregational approval do we need to obtain before each step along the way? 
What authority do we actually have at present? 
Who should be doing any negotiating? 
Do we raise the money first and then buy, or buy and then find the money? 
How much commitment can we get from lenders regarding future loans. 
How much can we get for our building, and when? 
When would we need to make a commitment for a new building? 
When would we be able to occupy a new building? 
What other costs are there likely to be after we purchase? 
What kind of annual expense can we expect to incur to pay for the new building space? 
What kind of annual expense can we expect to incur to maintain/occupy the new building space? 



Some of these issues will need to be addressed through regular communication with the 
congregation. 

Some of these issues will require research and planning so that we will have good answers to 
present to the congregation. 

Some of these issues require assignment of proper and adequate authority to persons and 

committees who will be responsible for making necessary preparations for purchasing a new 
facility. 

POSSIBLE SEQUENCE OF INFORMATION/DECISION MILESTONES 

1 Establish need for a larger facility 
We should prepare a wish list of things we need - RE rooms, Sanctuary space, 

parking, office space, fellowship hall (as distinct from the sanctuary), etc. 
Jim 

2. Determine the need for moving to a different location
We should prepare a position paper? outlining the issues, the answers, and the 

basis for each answer, including how the basis was determined. Impossibility? of 
constructing larger facility in space available, unavailability of adequate parking 
to meet city code, inability to purchase additional land for expansion (house next 
door recently remodeled) vs alternatives (stay the same size, double services, etc) 
which either alleviate the problem or avoid large extra cost. Hardy's recent note in 
the TUUT is a good start on these two items .. 

IF 1 AND 2 lead to the necessity of purchasing property elsewhere, this becomes a point at 

which the congregation needs to buy into the concept. At the very least, the congregation will 
need to have had several opportunities to study, debate, and discuss the issue. Whether a 
congregational vote is necessary atthis stage is debatable, and probably depends more on the 
degree of buy in than bylaws or policy requirement. 

We can prepare for things beyond this point before we get to it, but it is imperative that we have 
congregational acceptance of 1 and 2. For example, we should probably begin 3 to work in 
parallel with 1 and 2. However, I think this will have to be sold to the congregation, as some of 
us aren't yet very comfortable delegating authority to anything less than the entire congregation. 

3. Establish a committee to assess the costs of the available alternatives. A study of the
costs of various alternatives, benefits of various alternatives, "deals" that might be swung
to ease the process, etc. A preliminary cost range should be acquired for new
construction, including land acquisition. A price should be established for the Wesleyan
building, and a probable selling price should be established for our facility. Mortgage
costs should be determined for a range of options.

4. Establish a capital fund drive committee and prepare for the drive.

5. Build or buy?

Give the congregation the information to carry on another study, discuss, debate 
process. This time, the issue is NOT whether, but HOW. If we haven't laid to 



rest the "whether," we'll have to go back and do it. 
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August28,2009 

Sam Brewton Architect, PLLC 
61 North Broad Street, Brevard, NC 28712 

The Unitarian-Universalist of Transylvania County 
South Broad Street at Varsity 
Brevard, North Carolina 

Re. Proposal for Feasibility Study 
For a Building Addition 

Thank you for considering me for this project. 

This proposal includes the following services: 

8iseussions with an appointed building commLttee to determine the scope of the 
current needs and the anticipated future needs based on congregational generated 
self-analysis. 

) R-esearch and cenfeFr:ing-witl'l tbe_Qi! of Brev td Pia ning Department to establish the
ramifications and limitations of the current Unified Development Ordinance and
possible directions an addition to the current existing building could take.

) 

Researet.iing tt"l&current North Gar:elina Building G0<ife and discussions with the 
trar:isylvania Cour:1t� Building Permitting and EnforeementDepartment to determine 
the structural feasibility of revisions to and additions to the existing building. 

Assemely of the existing building and topographic data through on site visits and 
compiling of original drawings of the building and site. 

Analysis of the above information to ctetermine the possible-redesignation and/er 
repurp0sir:1g et-existing spaees as welt as a ctitiorrs to the existing building and 
r;;,r:eatJcing-drawings illustrating tne possiole ramifications to tnese revisions': 

Presentation to the building committee of the above analysis. 

I propose to provide the above services at the rate of seventy-five dollars ($75.00) per 
hour for a sum of not to exceed seventy-five hundred dollars ($7500.00). 

Sincerely, 

Sam A Brewton 
Phone: 828 883-9255 

Fax: 828 883-2949 

Email: SABrewton@citcom.net 
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Item 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Comparison of Architectural Proposals re Feasibility Study 
for a proposed UUTC Building Addition - Revision # 1 
Submitted by Harris Architects, PLC, dated March 6, 2009 

& 

Sam Brewton Architect, PLLC, dated August 28, 2009 

Comparison of Basic Elements of Proposals Newton 
Proposal based upon incorrect assumption that no long term planning has 
been done by UUTC . Strategic Planning Committee report & Task No comment 
Group input can be provided for preliminary guidelines .. 
Study of expansion options - two alternate single story extensions allied 
with a possible two-story extension - and investigating other options. No comment 
Study to include developing a long range plan, within limits of the site. 
Discussions with Task Group to determine scope of current needs and Yes - similar 
anticipated future needs based on UUTC generated self-analysis to#l &#2 

Review and documentation of existing conditions including the building 
and site improvements -0-

Research with City of Brevard Planning Dept. re Unified Development 
Ordinance re proposed building site - including storm water Yes 
management, parking, landscaping & site plan approval process 
Research North Carolina Building Code (& Transylvania County Permit 
Department) re structural feasibility of proposed addition (such as egress, 
accessibility, construction type, fire ratings, plumbing facilities & life Yes 
safety) 

Confirm programmatic requirements with uurc input. This will 
include relative detailed requirements to meet current needs & 
more conceptual identification of potential long term requirements. -0-

It will include review of congregation's activities, programs, 
mission's master plan & potential growth - 3 meetings anticipated 
Assembly of existing building and topographic data through on site 
visits and compiling of original drawings of the building & site. Yes 

Develop preliminary phased plans for UUfC review and comment. 
These will include site plans, conceptual floor plans, and massing (?) 

studies addressing the defined needs. 
Based on the Building Committee's comments, produce revised 
plan laying out a phased series of additions. Phase one will be -0-

developed to a conceptual level. Detailed development of the 
phase one plan is not included in this phase of the project. 
Analysis of the above information to determine the possible Somewhat 

redesignation and/or repurposing of existing spaces as well as similar to 

additions to the existing building and producing drawings Items 

illustrating the possible ramifications of these revisions. #9and # 10. 

Develop a statement of probable costs and design fees for first proposed 
phase of the project. -0-

Presentation to the building committee of the above analysis Yes 

TOT AL COST OF PROPOSAL $ 7,500 

Harris 

Yes 

Yes 

-0-

Yes - similar 
to# 3 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Somewhat 
similar to Item 

#7 

Yes 

Somewhat 
similar to Items 

# 8 and#9 

-0-

Yes 
-0-

$7.500 

Note #: Schematic drawings prepared by UUTC to suggest desirable functionality for congregational events 
and general building usage, should facilitate several elements of each proposal. 
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HARRISARCH ITECTS� 

February 9, 2009 

Mr. Jim Hardy 
Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County 
542 Middlemount Road 
Pisgah Forest, NC 287 68 

Re: Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County-Addition 
Feasibility Study 

Dear Jim, 

33 WEST PROBART STREET 

BREVARD. NORTH CAROLIMA 28712 

828 883 5535 FAX 828.883 5536 

hamsarch com 

I enjoyed discussing with you the Unitarian Universalist of Transylvania County's ideas for 
expanding their current facility on South Broad Street and appreciate you asking us to submit 
this proposal to provide a feasibility study for the proposed addition. This letter will outline 
the scope of the project, the scope of our services, and the basis for compensation, and if 
acceptable, serve as our agreement to provide services as outlined. 

Scope of the Project 

The proposed project is to expand the existing building to the east in the area currently 
occupied by driveway and landscape area. The addition would be approximately 18' wide 
and extend along the majority of the depth of the building, maintaining the windows in the 
sanctuary. The project will include some reconfiguration of the existing building. 

Scope of Services 

This phase of the project is intended to confirm the feasibility of the project - coordinate the 
general design with existing conditions, code requirements, zoning requirements, develop a 
revised design, and determine the probable cost for design services and construction. This 
will include the following tasks: 

Review and documentation of existing conditions as necessary for the proposed scope of 
work 
Review of City of Brevard Unified Development Ordinance requirements with respect to 
the proposed project, including storm water management, parking, landscaping, and 
site plan approval process. Confirm findings with Planning Department. 
Review North Carolina Building Code with respect to the proposed addition including 
egress, accessibility, plumbing facilities, and life safety. 
Confirm findings, programmatic requirements, and options with UUTC. 
Develop a preliminary floor plan for UUTC review and comment. 
Based on comments, produce a site plan, revised floor plan and elevations to document 
the general scope and character of the proposed project. 
Develop a statement of probable construction cost and design fee for the proposed 
project. 



Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County 
February 9, 2009 
Page 2 of 2 

Basis for Compensation 

Fees for the work outlined above will be billed monthly at our standard hourly rates for work 
done to date. Standard hourly rates are $110.00 per hour for Architects I Principals, $85.00 
per hour for Senior Professionals, $75.00 per hour for Intermediate Professionals and $60.00 
per hour for Interns I Junior Professionals, and $35.00 per hour for Office Administrator 
working directly on your project. Standard hourly rates are subject to change January 1 of 
each year. 

Based on the scope of work outlined above, the guaranteed maximum is Two Thousand 
Dollars ($2,000.00) 

Reimbursable expenses including photography, postage, copying, blueprinting, long distance 
phone charges and delivery I messenger fees will be billed at a mark-up of 1.1 times the 
actual expense. Mileage for travel associated with the project will be billed at the prevailing 
IRS authorized rate per mile. Services for consultants, if necessary, will be billed as a 
reimbursable expense at 1 .1 times the actual billing and will be retained only after your 
authorization. Payment is due within 30 days of the date of the invoice. Past due amount will 
accrue interest at a rate of 1 % per month. 

If you find this proposal acceptable please return a signed copy to this office. If you have any 
questions, please do not hesitate to call. We look forward to working with you. 

Douglas K. Harris AIA, LEED AP 

Approved: 

Date 
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HARRISARCH ITECTS� 

March 6, 2009 

Mr. Jim Hardy 
Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County 
542 Middlemount Road 
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768 

Re: Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County 
Feasibility Study 

Dear Jim, 

33 WEST PROBART STREET 

BREVARD. '\OR TH C\ROLI'\.\ 287 I 2 

828.883.55::;5 FAX 828.883.5536 

ha1Tisarch.com 

I've enjoyed our further conversations regarding the Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania 
County's ideas for expanding their current facility on South Broad Street and appreciate your request 
for us to submit this revised proposal to provide professional services for a feasibility study for 
expansion of the existing facility. This letter will outline the scope of the project, a range of 
possible approaches to analyzing and addressing the congregation's needs, the scope of our potential 
services, and the basis for compensation. This will give the building committee and congregation a 
range of options to move foiward. Based on the congregation's decisions, we will refine the 
proposal, focusing on one approach and submit a final agreement letter for your review and 
approval. 

Scope of the Project 

The Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County currently occupy the building at the corner of 
South Broad Streets, renovated in 2005 with the help of Harris Architects. Growth of the 
congregation both in terms of numbers and activity since the renovation has been strong and 
continues to be so. Two services are scheduled for Sunday morning to accommodate the number of 
attendees and the fellowship space is often inadequate for the numbers of people for meals and other 
gatherings and events, with the lobby serving as overflow space. Additional meeting and classroom 
space has also been identified as a need. These needs have been identified through current use of the 
space. No long term planning or visioning of the congregation's future growth or space needs have 
been done. 

Two options for adding and or reconfiguring existing space have been proposed by members of the 
congregation. One would be a one story extension of the existing building towards the parking lot 
and include some reconfiguration of the existing building for circulation and expansion of the 
fellowship space. The second option would be to extend to the east and west of the existing 
sanctuary and involve less reconfiguration of the existing building. The possibility of this scheme 
being two stories has been discussed. 

Alternatively, we would strongly suggest the project take a longer and wider view of the 
congregation's facility needs and the potential for growth on the current site. Confirming and 
developing a more detailed understanding of the current space needs and projecting those needs into 
the future can increase the value and benefit of this study. Beyond knowing the 



Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County 
March 6, 2009 
Page 2 of 3 

current needs are accurately understood and being met, developing a sense of what future needs 
might be will allow the development of the current project to anticipate and allow for those future 
needs to be met when they arise. Simply stated, we suggest developing a master plan for the 
property, developing not only an approach to meeting the currently defined space needs but future 
needs as well. 

Scope of Services 

This phase of the project is intended to determine the feasibility of the project - coordinate the 
general design with existing conditions, code requirements, zoning requirements, develop a 
conceptual design, and determine the probable cost for design services and construction. 

The steps necessary are basically the same whether the scope of the project is limited to a single 
phase that addresses only the current needs or if a more comprehensive scope and time frame is 
considered. The scope of those services will increase as the program requirements and the number 
of phases is increased. Our services will include the following: 

Review and documentation of existing conditions as necessary for the proposed scope of work 
Review of City of Brevard Unified Development Ordinance requirements with respect to the 
proposed project or projects, including storm water management, parking, landscaping, and 
site plan approval process. Confirm findings with Planning Department. 
Review North Carolina Building Code with respect to the proposed addition including egress, 
accessibility, construction type, fire ratings, plumbing facilities, and life safety. 
Confirm or develop programmatic requirements with UUTC input. With a limited single 
phase scope, this will include only verification of the programmatic requirements as presented 
to us. Under a more comprehensive scope, the congregation's activities, programs, and 
missions master plan along with potential growth in all areas will be developed alongside the 
facilities master plan. 
Develop preliminary phased plans for UUTC review and comment. These will include site 
plans, conceptual floor plans, and massing studies addressing the defined needs. 
Based on the Building Committee's comments, produce a revised plan laying out either a single 
addition to the building or a phased series of additions. Under either scenario, the first phase 
will be developed to a preliminary schematic level, identifying the basic layout and scope of 
the proposed project. 
Develop a statement of probable construction cost and design fees for the proposed first phase 
of the project. 

Basis for Compensation 

Fees for the work outlined above will be billed monthly at our standard hourly rates for work done to 
date. Standard hourly rates are $110.00 per hour for Architects I Principals, $85.00 per hour for 
Senior Professionals, $75.00 per hour for Intermediate Professionals and $60.00 per hour for 
Interns I Junior Professionals, and $35.00 per hour for Office Administrator working directly on 
your project. Standard hourly rates are subject to change January 1 of each year. 

At this time, the range of possible scopes of the project and the time necessary to define and 
develop the necessary options is not sufficiently defined to offer a fixed fee for a comprehensive 
multi-phase master plan. Through further conversation with congregation leaders we can better 
define the scope of this approach and discuss how information will be gathered and reviewed. With 
that information, a specific proposal can be submitted. 
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Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County 
March 6, 2009 
Page 3 of 3 

If the project includes studying the two design options and program for a single phase project as 
currently defined, the work can be done on an hourly basis with a guaranteed maximum of Three 
Thousand, Seven Hundred, and Fifty Dollars ($3,750.00). 

Reimbursable expenses including photography, postage, copying, blueprinting, long distance phone 
charges and delivery I messenger fees will be billed at a mark-up of 1.1 times the actual expense. 
Mileage for travel associated with the project will be billed at the prevailing IRS authorized rate per 
mile. Services for consultants, if necessary, will be billed as a reimbursable expense at 1.1 times the 
actual billing and will be retained only after your authorization. Payment is due within 30 days of 
the date of the invoiee. Past due amount will accrue interest at a rate of 1 % per month. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call. We look forward to working with you. 

Sincerely, 
Harris Architects PLLC 

Douglas K. Harris AIA, LEED AP 
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HARRISARCH ITECTS� 

May 5, 2009 

Ms. Lory Whitehead 
Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County 
24 Varsity Street 
PO Box 918 
Brevard, NC 28712 

Re: Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County 
Feasibility Study 

Dear Ms. Whitehead, 

33 WEST PROBART STREET 

BREVARD, NORTH CAROLINA 28712 

828.883.5535 FAX 828 883.5536 

hamsarch.com 

I've enjoyed my conversations with Jim Hardy regarding the Unitarian Universalists of 
Transylvania County's ideas for expanding their current facility on South Broad Street and 
appreciate your request for us to submit this proposal to provide professional services for a 
feasibility study for expansion of the existing facility. This letter will outline the scope of the 
project, our approach to analyzing and addressing the congregation's needs, the scope of our 
services, and the basis for compensation. Pending approval and confirmation of the scope of 
work, this letter will serve as our agreement to provide architectural services for the feasibility 
study. 

Scope of the Project 

The Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County currently occupy the building at the corner 
of South Broad Streets, renovated in 2005 with the help of Harris Architects. Growth of the 
congregation both in terms of numbers and activities since occupying the building have been 
strong and continue to be so. Two services are scheduled for Sunday morning to 
accommodate the number of attendees and the fellowship space is often inadequate for the 
numbers of people for meals and other gatherings and events, with the lobby serving as 
overflow space. Additional meeting and classroom space has also been identified as a need. 
These needs have been identified through current use of the space. �e loAg--term planning 
V-�sionin§ of the...congregation's�future growth-or space needs-has been done.

Two options for adding and or reconfiguring existing space have been proposed by members 
of the congregation. One, a one story extension of the existing building towards the parking 
lot would include some reconfiguration of the existing building for circulation and expansion 
of the fellowship space. The second option would extend the building to the east and west of 
the existing sanctuary and potentially involve less reconfiguration of the existing building. The 
possibility of either scheme incorporating a second story has been discussed and should be 
studied further. Other options will be identified and developed based on needs and 
constraints presented by the site, existing building, and regulatory controls. 
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Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County 
May 5, 2009

Page 2 of 3 

In addition to developing a plan to meet current space needs, the proposed study will be 
expanded to include a long range plan to address the congregations space needs projected 
over a longer time frame, identify the practical limits of expansion on the site, and establish a 
multi-phase plan expanding facilities in a logical and orderly manner. The resulting plan will 
lay out a direction for meeting current space needs and provide a resource to return to to 
guide future expansion. 

Scope of Services 

This phase of the project is intended to determine the feasibility of the project - coordinate 
the general design with existing conditions, code requirements, zoning requirements, develop 
a conceptual design, and determine the probable cost for design services and construction. 

Our services will include the following: 

Review and documentation of existing conditions including the building and site 
improvements. 
Review of City of Brevard Unified Development Ordinance requirements with respect to 
the proposed project or projects, including storm water management, parking, 
landscaping, and site plan approval process. �indings·will oe reviewea ancl confirmea 
witb.Lity_of.Elannin§ 9epartment. 
Review North Carolina Building Code with respect to the proposed addition including 
egress, accessibility, construction type, fire ratings, plumbing facilities, and life safety 
systems. 
Confirm or develop programmatic requirements with UUTC input. This will include 
relatively detailed requirements to meet current needs and more conceptual 
identification of potential long term requirements. This will include .eview of the 
eeR§regation's activities programs aac:Lmission' master plan-along with potential-foT 
§Jrowth in all areas. For the purposes of this proposal, we anticipate up to three meetings 
with committees or groups within the congregation to verify current space needs and 
identify potential future space needs. 
Develop .preliminary ieihased-plans for UT review and-comment. These will include 
site plans, conceptual floor plans, and massing studies addressing the defined needs. 
Based on the Building Committee's comments, proet1ee---a revised plan-laying eut a
pbased series of adelitions. ghase ene-will 15e developed to a eonceptual level. Detailed 
development of the phase one plan is not included in this phase of the project. 
9avelop a statement ef probable censtruetieA-cost and desi§r.i fees for:...th_e proposed 
first phase ef the pr-eject. 

Basis for Compensation 

Fees for the work outlined above will be billed monthly at our standard hourly rates for work 
done to date. Standard hourly rates are $110.00 per hour for Architects I Principals, $85.00

per hour for Senior Professionals, $75.00 per hour for Intermediate Professionals and $60.00

per hour for Interns I Junior Professionals, and $35.00 per hour for Office Administrator 
working directly on your project. Standard hourly rates are subject to change January 1 of 
each year. 
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Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County 
May 5, 2009 
Page 3 of 3 

Ee_es for the scope of..s ervices ou:tlined above�I not e�d Sa\le, Jhousand Five Hundred
.LOllars ($7500). 

Reimbursable expenses including photography, postage, copying, blueprinting, long distance 
phone charges and delivery I messenger fees will be billed at a mark-up of 1.1 times the 
actual expense. Mileage for travel associated with the project will be billed at the prevailing 
IRS authorized rate per mile. Services for consultants, if necessary, will be billed as a 
reimbursable expense at 1.1 times the actual billing and will be retained only after your 
authorization. Payment is due within 30 days of the date of the invoice. Past due amount will 
accrue interest at a rate of 1% per month. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call. We look forward to working with 
you. 

• 

Douglas K. Harris AIA, LEED AP 

Approved: 

Lory Whitehead, President Date 
Unitarian Universalists of Transylvania County 



Building Needs Picture (080820) 

A. HVAC

1. Problems
a. Two Units

1. Jerry rigged & impossible to manage correctly
2. 22 years old, well past their 12-15 year estimated life span
3. Require double the electricity to operate than replacement

systems (i.e., 12 vs. 14-16 SEER rating)
b. Damper system outdated and inadequate
c. Thermostats jerry-rigged and not function adequately.

2. Needed: One integrated system needed for heating & air conditioning
entire building including units, dampers, thermostats, etc.

a. Probably save $$$ by committing to equipment purchases,
repairs/adjustments/installations all at once for orchestrated
implementation. [Note: HV AC costs lower in off-peak season.
Maybe possible to schedule to permit partial payment in UUTC's
next fiscal year (after June 30).]

b. Benefits to be gained
1. Increased comfort & ability to accommodate more people

at the same time (e.g., temp rises 4 degrees in one hour
with fewer than 100 people in sanctuary)

2. Avoid further HVAC repair costs
3. Save est. $1,500 electrical costs & be more Green
4. Lower demands on Carol, Dan, etc. to tend thermostats,

trouble shoot problems & oversee frequent repairs
c. Consideration: Plan to move wall with cut-through and ledge

with signup clipboards to optimize usable space @ estimated
cost of $1,500

3. Recommendation: Accept assistance of Dan & Owen in Obtaining Bids
a. August: Engage the two recommended local HV AC companies

to do needs assessment, formulate plan with options including
"ballpark estimates" @ estimated cost of under $500.

• Dannie at Roess Brothers
• ?? at McNutt (more expensive but may provide better

solution)
b. September: Select most feasible options for Board consideration

& financial planning
c. October: Gain congregational approval to proceed
d. October: Finalize plan, implementation schedule & payment

plan



B. Rotting Wood: Replace rotting wood above Varsity Street entrance (materials@
est. $500 with members willing to do work free)

C. Moving Wall: Move wall fronting admin area (containing shelf with sign-in clip
boards) to increase social/RE space @estimated $1,500 for materials (assuming
volunteer labor).

D. Electrical Lighting
1. Add Six Lights Over Choir Area: Dan already purchased lights but need

electrician to install@ est. $275
2. Outside Lights: At least 4 are rusted and not working, perhaps all should

be replaced with energy efficient fluorescents @ est. $450
3. Non-Sanctuary Lights (halls, kitchen area, offices, outside): Nearing end

of life expectancy (original 1987 florescent lights)
a. Option #1: Hire electrician to replace all@ est. $4,000
b. Option #2: Hire electrician to replace each light as they go bad

(difficult, tricky job that Dan unable to continue doing)
4. Sanctuary Lights: Repair "up" lights--lights flicker, ballasts hum and are

not efficient because UUTC failed to leave them turned on for 24 hours as
required which ruined ballasts and voided warranty. [Note: "Down" lights
work fine, are dimmable and energy efficient.] No estimate for repair.

E. Cedar Shake Roof: No know problems even with recent visual inspection, expert
inspected last year and said "it may or may not last 15 more years."

F. Parking Lot: Estimated remaining life of over 15 years.
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.,hd read receipt to "Jim & Alice Hardy" <jhardy1@citcom.net>? Yes No 
External content has been blocked to prevent the sender from identifying your personal information. 

Show Content Date: Thu 27 Aug 18:51:54 EDT 2009 
From: "Jim & Alice Hardy" <jhardyl@citcom.net> Add To Address Book I This is Spam 
Subject: Fw: Church energy improvements 
To: "Thomas, Bill" <billthomas@citcom.net>, "Kirkman, Bruce & Sandra" <brukirkman@citcom.net>, "Hill, 
Walt" <kittyhill@citcom.net>, "Hardy, Jim & Alice" <jhardyl@citcom.net>, "Findlay, Peter" 
<parfman28@citcom.net>, "Azazta, Gerry" <dre@uutc.org> 

Here is the information regarding the energy audit that I mentioned at the meeting today. 

Jim 

----- Original Message ----
From: Jim & Alice Hardy 
To: Bullivant. Bill/Jean ; Null, Jim & Sue ; Carter, Dan ; Ragan, Fred & Carlene ; live2run 262@hotmail.com ; 
lampertjg@hotmail.com 
Cc: Hardy, Jim & Alice 
Sent: Tuesday, August 04, 2009 9:00 AM 
Subject: Fw: Church energy improvements 

AU: 

Attached is the quote from ConservationPros for remediating the insulation and other energy issues at UUTC. 
I think it is certainly worth discussing. 

Jim 

----- Original Message ----
From: Marcus Renner 
To: jhardy1@citcom.net 
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2009 2:38 PM 
Subject: Church energy improvements 

Hello Jim; 

Attached is the quote for the efficiency upgrades. You will notice that I proposed spray foam instead of the 
other options we discussed while I was at the building. I ran the numbers and air sealing, upgrading 
insulation and radiant barrier totaled almost $20,000. Spray foam at the roof deck will address almost all the 
issues for much less money. The only upgrade spray foam doesn't allow is a radiant barrier. This isn't a 
concern as no heat will get into the attic if there is foam insulation at the roof deck. We have done this on a 
number of occasions with great success. 

If there are questions about the process I can certainly answer them. I can also give an educational 
presentation about building science and the methods offered in the attached quote. I regularly teach for the 

"NC Green Building Council, and I have some great presentations about building science. A presentation 
,rould help answer everyone's questions at one time, and also show them how they can tap into the Federal 
stimulus package for their own home. 

https://webmail.citcom.net/wm/mail/login.html Page 1 of 2 



WebM:!il for brukirkman@citcom.net 9/7 /09 11:47 AM 

As mentioned during my visit, Conservation Pros plans and administers Design Charettes for new 
"'"llStruction projects. In a Design Charette all the stakeholders are present and spend a half day or so getting 

Jas on the table. Those ideas are then discussed and the final outcome gives a map of sorts for the 
designer. A Charette assures that the occupants needs are met. 

Thanks for your time, please don't hesitate to call or email with questions. If you would like me to get 
involved with the other project you mentioned you are working on don't hesitate to ask. 

Sincerely, 

Marcus Renner 

Conservation Pros 

(828) 713-3346

Attachment: Unitarian Repair Estimate8-09.pdf (183k bytes) Open

Delete Prev Next Reply/ All Forward/lnline Open In box 27 of 45 (Goto 1 -- ( Move J ( Copy 1 '_1_nb_o_x _______ !�' 

https://webmail.citcom.net/wm/mail/login.html Page 2 of 2 



Conservation Pros.com 
Comfort · Safety · Efficiency 

825-C Merriman Ave, Suite 369 Asheville, NC 28804 (828) 281-7466 

8/3/2009 
Quote for: Unitarian Universalists 
Address: 1 Varsity St. Brevard 
Email: jhardy1@citcom.net 

Phone: 828-862-6969 

Auditor: 
Phone: 
Email: 

Marcus Renner 
828-713-3346 
marcus@conservationpros.com 

The building envelope is compromised at the ceiling. Insulation levels in the attic are 
minimal and air infiltration is excessive through the ceiling. The duct work is leaky and 
its location in the attic increases inefficiencies. 
Applying spray foam at the bottom of the roof deck is the best and most cost effective 
solution to the current ceilina deficiencies. Other issues are addressed below. 

Attic Improvements 

Biobased Spray Foam at Roof Deck $13,947.12 
Soy based eco-friendly open celled foam 

Sprayed 6" thick, existing fiberglass stays in place 

Solves most issues in the attic space 

Attic ventilation not needed 

Moves building envelope to roof 

Mastic Duct Seal $2,400.00 
Seal all duct work seems with low V.0.C. mastic 

Ensures air is delivered to designed location 

Increases efficiency of delivery by 20-35%

Interior Improvements 

Door Weather Seal- Three Doors $260.00 
Install professional grade Q-lon weather seal at two single doors 

Address seal on double doors, seal with appropriate method 

Bathroom& Kitchen Faucet Aerators 
Low flow aerators in all bathrooms 

Pay back period less than a month 

$40.00 



Insulate Water Heater Pipes $218.00 

Repair or replace pipe insulation in mechanical room 

Carbon Monoxide Meter 
Installed in mechanical room 

$49.00 

Recommended with the presence of open combustion water heaters 

Subtract 2% if you pre-pay with cash or check. 

Subtract 3% if you choose all above items. 
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Current 

Classes 3- Nursery
Toddler
Spirit Play

Classrooms Nursery 
Mail room 
RE Class 
(Board Room 
overflow) 

Numbers: 12-15 (20)
Estimated Avg. 
attending 
once/month 
(Registered) 

Projected RE Space Needs for Children and Youth 

06-07 07-08

4-Nursery 4-Nursery
Toddler Toddler
SP 4-5(6)yrs SP 4-5(6)yrs
SP 7 (6) & up SP 7 & up

(6 yr olds a 
majority. May be in 
either class) 
Nursery Nursery 
Mail room Mail room 
RE Class RE Class 
Board Room Board Room 

15-18 (25) 18-22 (30)

08-09

5-Nursery
Toddler
SP 4-5(6)yrs
SP 7 & up
5th & 6th grades 

Nursery 
Mail room 
Current RE Class 
3 classrooms 
outside the current 
footprint 

22-28 (35)

09-10

?-Nursery
Toddler 
SP 4-5(6)yrs 
SP 2nd to 4th

grades 
5th & 6th grades 
?1h & 8th grades 
High School 

Nursery 
Mail room 
Current RE Class 
5 classrooms 
outside the current 
footprint 

27-35 (40)

; 

10-11

7-Nursery
Toddler
SP 4-5(6)yrs
SP 2nd to 4th

grades 
5th & 6th grades 
7th & 8th grades 
High School 

Nursery 
Mail room 
Current RE Class 
5 classrooms outside 
the current footprint 

30-40 (45)

During 06-07 our Spirit Play class will have children that attend on a regular basis from ages 4 to 9 years of age. The developmental 
differences of this age span make it extremely difficult to engage all of the children on their level. Each class will need a space for 
their own work materials, worship space, and to display their work. Past experience has shown that if we are not able to engage older 
children in our RE Program, the families leave UUTC for other church options in the area. 

The above numbers will be impacted by a number of factors including: UUTC' s ability to retain and attract young adults and families, 
the perception of the Nursery and RE spaces being full by visitors (we are currently at this point), and the hiring of a part-time DRE. 

We recommend that the spaces for nursery and toddlers remain in the main building near the sanctuary. 

ATTACHMENT 2 
Task Force 3 Recommendations - 6/16/06 



Responses to a Growing Congregation 

Physical Responses - (Some of these could be done in combination.) 

• Modify existing building by redesigning/reconstructing interior
space. This might be removing the wall between the sanctuary
and social room or installing audio visual equipment that would
beam the service to TV's in the social room.

• Add on to existing building
• Purchase adjacent property/properties to accommodate new

building and/or parking
• Purchase an existing building in another location
• Purchase property in another location and build a new building.
• Rent or borrow space in another location to conduct classes,

services, etc.

Organizational Responses 

• Go to two ( or more) services
• Sponsor a new congregation in a different location
• Discourage growth and attempt to limit size of congregation
• Do nothing
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UUTC Room Bookines - 2009;

Week.Qt San ct 

3/29 5 
4/5 6 
4/12 5 
4/19 8 

4/26 8 
5/3 6 
5/10 7 
5/17 6 
5/24 9 
5/31 6 
617 5 
6/14 6 
6/21 4 

6/28 5 
7/5 5 
7/12 6 
7/19 7 
7/26 10 

8/2 7 

8/9 5 
8/16 6 

8/23 4 
8/30 6 
9/6 9 
9/13 6 
9/20 7 

Avg 6.3 

Social 

5 
4 
5 

5 
7 

8 
7 
7 
8 
8 
5 
5 
6 
5 
4 
5 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
6 
6 
7 

5.6 

Kitch Lobby Conf 

1 2 3 

2 3 5 
2 3 7 

3 4 7 
1 3 1 

2 2 2 
4 5 4 

5 5 6 
5 4 1 

5 4 1 
3 3 2 
3 3 3 
3 2 1 

3 2 0 
2 3 3 
4 4 2 
2 3 1 

4 4 2 
4 4 1 
4 3 4 
3 2 3 
3 3 2 
3 3 2 
5 5 8 
4 5 3 

5 4 5 

3.3 3.4 3.0 



Space Analysis General Questions 

1. What will it cost?

• Financial cost

• Human resources cost in time

• Social/psychological impact on congregation

2. How immediate is the need?

3. How important is the need? What priority does it deserve?

• A - Urgent - Impacts basic safety/functioning of the building (Ex.

Heating/air, roof, lights, plumbing)

• B - Important - Impacts our basic mission to serve our members

(Ex. Having enough chairs in the sanctuary, ensuring the

speaker can be heard at services)

• C - Desirable - Things that would be nice to have, but that we

could probably live without for now (Ex. Floor treatment in the

sanctuary, a new sound system)

4. What is the cost/benefit ratio? How much do we gain in relation

to what we spend?

5. Are there better alternatives? Is there a better way to

accomplish what we want to do?



UNIT ARIAN UNIVERSALISTS OF TRANSYLVANIA COUNTY 
SRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE (SPC) 
FINAL REPORT June 26, 2006 

The Strategic Planning Committee has been meeting since November, 2004. The SPC 
organized cottage meetings (Fall, 2005), which identified major issues confronting UUTC 
over the next five to ten years. Four Task Groups were formed to address the major issues 
that emerged from the cottage meetings. These Task Groups met throughout the Spring, 
2006 to develop their recommendations. Finally, the Strategic Planning Committee refined 
these recommendations and developed a final report to the UUTC Board and Congregation. 
For the complete reports of the four Task Groups, please see the UUTC website. 

Following are the issues addressed by the four Task Groups and the recommendations that 
emerged from the deliberations: 

Task Group I: How can UUTC best improve its "human climate" and internal 
communications? 

Recommendations: 
A. Develop an agreement of fellowship (i.e. a covenant for shared ways of being with each
other).

B. Develop safety policies for:
1. disruptive behavior
2. conflict
3. sexual misconduct

C. Develop a mediation team to address challenges to our covenant or to our safety.

D. Develop a policy manual accessible to all members of the congregation.

Task Group II: How can UUTC best serve the congregation and the community around us 
through religious education programming? 

Recommendations: 
A. Meet the directives of the UUA Lifespan Faith Development Mission.

B. Meet the needs of our diverse congregation through strengthening and supporting existing
programs and promoting new programs.

C. Set forth a five-year plan for lifespan faith development and space needs.

D. Develop lifespan faith development programs that invite the community around us.

Task Group III: How can UUTC best meet its long-term space requirements? 

A. Be prepared for alternative services when average attendance reaches 112.

B. Make additional space in the existing building available for the CRE program when the RE
Committee determines that it is necessary.



C. Remove the wall that separates the office from the social area to provide more flexible space.

D. Pursue actively and creatively UUTC's space needs for the next five to ten years.

Task Group IV: How can UUTC best understand and manage its growth? 

Recommendations: 
A. Encourage covenant/affinity groups.

1. Advantages - the introduction of such groups could:
a. help maintain a family atmosphere.
b. promote spiritual growth.
c. facilitate the integration of new members ..
d. provide a support/caring role for members in need.
e. assist in identifying and developing new leaders.
f. provide feedback to minister and committees.
g. provide a vehicle for members to get involved in other activities,

for example:
- conducting a Sunday service
- undertaking a community or UUTC project
- hosting a special event

2. Disadvantages
a. could possibly result in the formation of cliques within the

congregation.
b. would require a commitment of time on the part of participants.

3. Questions to be resolved:
a. purpose of groups.
b. formation of groups.
c. size of groups.
d. role of leaders.
e. role of minister.

B. Initiate a Program for Identifying, Training and Involving Potential Leaders
1. Advantages

a. facilitates healthy growth.
b. increases effectiveness of Board and Committees.
c. insures continuity of programs.
d. creates more committed membership.
e. reduces chance of burnout of volunteers.

2. Disadvantages
a. would require a consistent commitment of time from participants.
b. would require funds for training.

C. Employ a part-time RE Director and a part-time Administrative Assistant
when membership reaches 150 or pledges reach $150,000 per year.

1. Advantages
a. enhanced RE programming.
b. reduce volunteer burnout.



c. make more effective use of minister's time.
d. make UUTC a more welcoming place.

2. Disadvantages
a. diverts funds from other worthwhile causes

D. Review, clarify and/or amend UUTC's core documents including the makeup of the
Board, the Board Committees, By-Laws, etc.

1. Some questions to be addressed:
a. should the Board have seven, rather than six, members to avoid

deadlocks? or should it continue with six members with the Treasurer a non
voting member?

b. should the By-Laws be changed to make the VP automatically
succeed the President?

c. do we need to have a Committee Council to improve communications among
committee chairs?



TO: Task Force 4 - Strategic Planning Committee 

FROM: Task Force 3 - Facilities Requirements 

SUBJECT: Final Report - Recommendations 

DATE: June 16, 2006 

In the fall of 2005, Task Force 3 (TF3) was asked to study the question, "How can 
UUTC best meet its long-term space requirements?" and to offer recommendations in 
answer to that question. TF3 included the following members: Jim Hardy, Chair, Dick 
Bir, Nick Craddock, Delores Emery, Peter Findlay, Linda Lockett, Sandy Westin, Bill 
Wilkes. (Peter Findlay and Sandy Westin have since resigned.) 

During the spring of 2006, TF3 did the following: 

• Evaluated building use on a monthly basis, including who uses the building
and how it is scheduled during the week. During a recent six-month period,
there were 475 scheduled events, including meetings, services, and office
hours. Certain days of the week are heavily scheduled, and others show little
or no activity.

• Created a framework document for collecting and working with pertinent
information. (See Attachment 1)

• Collected and analyzed demographic information on both UUTC and
Transylvania County.

• Determined that our average net membership gain for each of the last four
years is 14 members per year.

• Projected these numbers out for the next three years and determined that, if
present growth rates continue, we may reach or exceed the legal capacity of
the sanctuary.

Following is a more detailed projection of possible growth in the next three years. 
These numbers are based on past history and are not guaranteed. 

The following UUTC membership growth projections are based on an analysis of 
UUTC's membership records from 1999 to the end of 2005. During that time, our 
membership grew at an average rate of 18% per year. (It should be noted that 
Transylvania County projects its population to increase at a rate of 15% - 20% over the 
next ten years.) 

Year 15% increase 20% increase 
2005 105 105 
2006 120 126 
2007 135 151 
2008 156 181 

The most obvious and immediate impact of the above numbers is on the 



sanctuary space. There are two possible benchmarks for determining when the 
sanctuary is near or at capacity. One is the legal maximum capacity, which is 140. 
The second involves the concept that when the sanctuary reaches 80% capacity, it 
is perceived by attendees to be full. This perception causes newcomers to feel there 
is no room for them, thus inhibiting membership growth. 80% of 140 is 112. 

An analysis of Sunday service counts indicates that many Sundays see 90 people in 
attendance. (On several occasions we have seen 100.) Although not everyone in 
attendance is a member, we can draw a relationship between the number of 
members on the rolls and the number attending an average service. If we divide our 
membership (105) by the number attending on an average Sunday (90) we get a 
figure of 86%. We can use this figure to project future attendance, based on 
membership projections. The following tables show the results: 

At 15% growth: 

y ear M b h. em ers IP At service 
2005 105 90 
2006 121 104 
2007 139 120 
2008 160 137 

At 20% growth: 

y ear M b h" em ers IP At service 
2005 105 90 
2006 126 108 
2007 151 130 
2008 181 156 

Note that at 15% growth we exceed the 80% in 2007 and are close to the legal 
maximum in 2008. At 20%, we are very close to the 80% in 2006 and the legal 
maximum in 2007. We exceed the legal maximum in 2008. Clearly, if our membership 
grows at the same rate it has grown in the past W§ must address the need for more 
sanctuary space within the next year. 

General Thoughts 

• The following recommendations focus on the near term-from now to about
three years out. We realize that our projections are educated guesses based
on past experience and that a number of significant and ever-changing
variables are at play. For this reason, TF3 is unwilling and unable to make a
guess farther out than three years, and we are aware that even these near
term projections may be wrong.

• We know that good strategic planning includes the longer term as well as the
short term and that more than just raw numbers are involved. Internal
policies, procedures, programs, special events, personalities, life stages,



congregational demographics and financial ability, as well as a host of other 
variables, are constantly in flux and affect both near and long-term planning. 
At present, we expect our congregation to grow and, at some point, outgrow 
our existing space. If the response to that is a new building or a large 
addition to the existing one, it will require years of preparation and thought in 
order to ensure the final product will meet our needs for years to come. 

• Having said that the whole picture involves much more than just numbers, it is
numbers that will tell us when our physical space is filled. Below, we have
provided benchmark numbers to indicate when it is time to take action.
Clearly, some of the actions we recommend--especially going to two services
- will require advance planning. Constant monitoring and analysis of
membership and attendance figures and trends, as well as other pertinent
variables, will ensure that we have done our homework well before action is
needed.

Recommendation 1 - Sanctuary Space 

When the chosen sanctuary capacity benchmark is reached, we should go to two 
services. While this approach is not without problems, TF3 feels that it is the most 
logical next step. At that point, the congregation will still be relatively small in numbers 
and probably unable to mount an expensive building campaign. Two services will give 
us time to grow in numbers and see if we will reach a point where physical expansion is 
warranted. As we reach that point, we can plan, budget and fund raise accordingly. 
UUA publishes a booklet on going to two services. TF3 recommends that UUTC 
acquire this booklet immediately and distribute it to the appropriate committees for study 
and discussion. 

Task Force 2 (Religious Education) provided TF3 with projected space needs for 
children and youth. (See Attachment 2) While the bulk of this document contains 
projections regarding future growth which may or may not be accurate, the document 
can be used to provide number benchmarks that would be used to indicate when 
additional classroom space is needed. 

Recommendation 2 - Children's Religious Education 

At the time the chosen classroom capacity benchmark is reached, the Spirit Play 
group will expand into the Conference Room. 

Task Force 2 also initiated "Wonderful Wednesdays" this spring. These sessions 
included a dinner in the Social Room and Lobby prior to the presentation, which was 
made in the Sanctuary. During the last sessions, both the Social Room and the Lobby 
were filled to capacity with chairs and tables, accommodating approximately 60 adults, 
several of whom were not regular attendees of UUTC. 



Recommendation 3 - Adult Religious Education/Social Programs 

Because the Social Room and Lobby often are crowded during coffee hour and 
large social events. serious consideration should be given now to removing the 
wall that separates the old office from the lobby. thus increasing the size of the 
lobby area. (Details upon request.) Using volunteer labor, this project could be 
completed for a modest investment (probably under $3000) and would convert a 
currently unused area into valuable--and much more attractive--space for social events, 
including the coffee hour following the Sunday service. 

Interim solutions might include: 
• Dispensing with the dinner portion of "Wonderful Wednesdays."
• Holding the dinner and the presentation in the sanctuary. This would mean

moving out the blue chairs, moving in all the white chairs, and then reversing
that process at the end of the evening.

Task Force 3 believes these three recommendations will enable us to fully utilize our 
existing building (with minimal expenditure) until our congregation grows to the point 
that additional physical space is mandated and can be supported financially. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Jim Hardy, Chair 
Task Force 3 

A 



A Framework for Drafting the Research and Recommendations of the 
Space Planning Task Force (TF3) 

I. Who are we, the congregation of UUTC?

A. Our UUTC community is drawn 93% from the population of Transylvania
County, with an additional 7% of the members, friends, and visitors coming from
Henderson County, and 0% from Buncombe County.

B. At the end of 2005, our congregation was broken down as follows:

Members Friends Visitors 
Age Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
55+ 91 82 18 45 
36-54 8 7 5 13 
20-35 12 11 17 42 
Total 111 100% 40 100 

II. How does this makeup compare with that of the larger community?

a. As of the 2000 Census, Transylvania County showed the following
demographic distribution:

Age Number Percentage 
75+ 2,768 9.4% 
55-74 7,336 25.1% 
35-54 7,661 26.9% 
20-34 4,518 15.5% 
5-19 5,326 18.2% 
0-4 1,435 4.9% 

b. The median age of Transylvania County in 2000 was 43.9, of Henderson
County, 42.7, and of Buncombe County 38.9. In each county, the average age
had increased by at least 2 years since the last census in 1990, however in
Transylvania County that increase was 5.4 years. Our county is growing in its
senior population faster than the rate of other counties around us, and
shrinking in the number of children.

ATTACHMENT 1 

Task Force 3 Recommendations - 6/16/06 



c. Compared to Transylvania County as a whole, our congregation has been
adding more young families annually than is proportional to the community as
a whole for the past years. (Note: These figures were not available to
us.)

Average weekly Average weekly 
children in RE children in nursery 

1999 

2000 

2001 

2002 

2003 

2004 

2005 

m. How are we changing as a community?

Year 
Joined 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
Total 

a. Over the past six years since the congregation was officially started in 1999,
we have added a total of 144 new members, and iost 39 by death, choice, or
moving away, for a net membership of 105 as of the end of 2005.

b. Retention of members has averaged 73% across the past 6 years, with more
· ,than 50% of the original membership still present.

Year Left 
Added 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 Retained 

35 1 1 4 7 2 0 3 18 (51%) 
21 n/a 0 1 8 1 0 0 11 (52%) 
6 n/a n/a 0 0 0 1 0 5 (83%) 
21 n/a n/a n/a 0 0 4 2 15 (71%) 
13 n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 2 0 11 (85%) 
28 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 2 26 (93%) 
21 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0 21 (100%) 
144 1 1 5 15 3 7 7 105 (73%) 



c. Since 2002, the congregation has grown at a net annual rate of 11 to 14%. If
this rate continues, we can anticipate membership at the end of each of the
coming five years as follows, using a conservative growth rate of 12%. These
figures do not include friends or visitors who attend on Sundays and/or are
active in the congregation, nor does it eliminate those who are listed as
members but do not participate regularly.

2006 118 

2007 132 

2008 148 

2009 165 

2010 185 

d. Given the historic correlation between our congregation's makeup relative to
the larger community's, we can anticipate that __ % of these might be
younger families, and % be those 55 or older in age. In the past,
however, younger families have not become members of the congregation as
frequently as have older members of the community, even though they
actively attend and participate.

e. On an average Sunday, 2-5 children are in the nursery and 3-6 children attend
Spirit Play. The majority of the Spirit Play children are 4-6 years old. Ifwe
retain a net 75% of our current young families, obviously these children will
have different needs in the coming five years as they grow from 5 to 10 years
of age. Other young children may be added to the congregation as these grow
beyond the current program, requiring more leaders in a wider variety of
programs.

f. The current small youth group may grow with more promotion of the
program. Adult RE programming may also expand, requiring more use of the
facilities beyond Sunday mornings.

IV. How is our facility being used at present?

a. The church's calendar for use of the facilities shows 475 activities scheduled
over the six months of August 2005 through February 2006. Of these, 438
were for UUTC groups, committee, and board functions. An additional
3 7were use of the facilities by 5 community organizations and individuals
outside the church. Of these, 1 was charged a usage fee, resulting in $0
income for the church during that six month period.



b. In an average week, the seven rooms of the church are used for meetings and
activities for the following number of hours:

Sun Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Total 

Sanctuarv I 

Social Room 1 I 1 1 1 
Lobby 1 
Conference 2 1 2 
Classroom 1 
Nursery 1 
Area behind 
the counter 

V. Are our church's needs being met by our current facilities?

1 
5 
1 
5 
1 
1 

a. Other than the capacity of the sanctuary and parking spaces, the following
represent best-guess estimates.

Maximum capacitv A verlli!e usage 
Parking 32 
Sanctuarv 140 
Social room (standing) 50 
Lobby area 50 
Social & lobby areas 60 
(seated with tables) 
Conference room (with 20 
table and chairs) 
Classroom 10 

Nursery room 10 

b. Attendance at Sunday morning services typically varies by the speaker.
Services offered by Rev. Mills consistently draw larger attendance than that of
most guest speakers. Within the past 12 months, five services had I 00 or
more in attendance, and all were services presided by Rev. Mills.

Average per Sunday 
3rd Otr 2003 
4t11 Qtr 2003 
1st Otr 2004 
zna Otr 2004 
3ra Qtr 2004 
4th Qtr 2004 
1st Qtr 2005
2nd Qtr 2005
3ro Otr 2005 
4t11 Qtr 2005 

Rev Mills Guest Speakers 
68 62 
67 55 

61 58 
79 55 
92 64 
83 59 

82 64 
82 66 
89 78 
84 79 



VI. What options may be considered to deal with projected growth of our
congregation?

Physical Responses (Some of these could be done in combination.)

• Modify existing building by redesigning/reconstructing interior space. This
might include removing the wall between the sanctuary and social room or
installing audio-visual equipment that would beam the service to TV's in the
social room.

• Add on to the existing building
• Purchase adjacent property/properties to accommodate new building and/or

parking
• Purchase an existing building in another location
• Purchase property in another location and build a new building.
• Rent or borrow space in another location to conduct classes, services, etc. e.g.

members' homes, Boys & Girls Club, Library, other churches, recreation
center, etc.

Organizational Responses 

• Go to two ( or more) services
• Schedule the current facilities to even out demand and use, e.g. mid-week

services or classes
• Sponsor a new congregation in a different location
• Discourage growth and attempt to limit size of congregation
• Do nothing. Live with the existing facilities indefmitely

VII. Given the identified pros and cons of these options, what is the Task Force's
recommendation to the Strategic Planning Committee?
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HARRISARCHITECTS� 

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST OF TRANSYLVANIA COUNTY 
December 7, 2009 

MASTER PLAN 

SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY FINDINGS 

1. Storm Water & Sewer Line Relocation
1 .1. Proposed plan, scope of work, cost
1.2. Recommended additional work & cost sharing with City
1.3. Coordination with NCDOT and City of Brevard

1.3.1. Design 
1.3.2. Scope 
1.3.3. Schedule 
1.3.4. Cost Sharing 

2. EXISTING PARKING
2.1. Existing Parking -32

33 WEST PROBART STREET 

BREVARD, NORTH CAROLINA 28712 

828.883.5535 FAX 828.883.5536 

harrisarch.com 

2.2. UDO Parking Requirement - 1 Space per 4 seats in worship space
2.3. On-site parking allows 128 seats
2.4. Informal shared parking agreement with County

3. EXISTING BUILDING
3.1. Building Area - 5,750 sf (approximate)
3.2. Worship Space Capacity- 141
3.3. Appraised Value - $554,740
3.4. Toilet Facilities

3.4.1. Men - 2 Lavatories+ 2 Toilets+ 1 Urinal 
3.4.2. Women - 2 Lavatories+ 2 Toilets 
3.4.3. Existing toilet facilities support maximum occupancy of 300 under 

current NC Plumbing Code 
3.4.4. Limited by women's room fixture count 
3.4.5. Occupancy based on greater of Worship Space & 

Education/Administrative Space - non simultaneous occupancy 
3.4.6. Consideration of meeting user needs beyond minimum fixture count 

required by code 

4. Nonconformities
4.1. Parking

4.1.1. Quantity 
4.1.2. Formal, written, agreement for shared parking 
4.1.3. Bike & Motorcycle Parking 
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UUTC Master Plan 
Preliminary Review 
December 7, 2009 
Page 2 of 5 

4.2. Storm Water Management 
4.3. Type B Buffer (15' - 20' wide) at east property line where RMX abuts GR6 
4.4. Right of Way Improvements 

4.4.1. Curb and Gutter - Varsity Street 
4.4.2. 6' Planting Strip - Varsity & South Broad Street 
4.4.3. 5' Sidewalk - Varsity Street 
4.4.4. Street Trees@ 40' o.c. - Varsity Street 

5. UDO Compliance Requirements
5.1. Renovation Cost <25% of Accessed or Appraised Building Value - No

compliance required
5.2. Renovation Cost 25% - 50% of Accessed or Appraised Building Value -

Compliance to "greatest extent possible" 
5.3. Renovation >50% of Accessed or Appraised Building Value - Full Compliance 

required 
5.4. Proposed Text Amendment could provide flexibility and reduce required 

degree of compliance 

6. Expansion of Existing Facility
6.1. Site Work

6.1.1. Relocate Storm Water & Sewer Lines 
6.1.1.1. Coordination with City of Brevard & NCDOT 

6.1.1.1.1. Design 
6.1.1.1.2. Scope 
6.1.1.1.3. Schedule 
6.1.1.1.4. Cost Sharing 

6.1.2. Storm Water Management - UDO Compliance 
6.1.2.1. Minimal increase in impermeable surface 
6.1.2.2. Pay Fee-in-lieu 

6.1.3. Additional Improvements to Storm Water System 
6.1.3.1. Coordinate with City of Brevard & NCDOT 

6.1.4. Dedication of Easement to City for Storm Water and Sewer Lines 
6.1.5. Varsity Street Improvements 

6.1.5.1. 30" Curb and Gutter 
6.1.5.2. 6' Planting Strip 
6.1.5.3. 5' Sidewalk 
6.1.5.4. Street Trees @ 40' o.c. 
6.1.5.5. Dedication of property to back side of new sidewalk 

6.2. Parking 
6.2.1. Reconfigure parking to maximize parking spaces -36 + 2 Motor Cycle 

spaces (net increase of 6 spaces) 
6.2.2. Provide bicycle rack 
6.2.3. Location of Curb Cuts - Design Options 
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6.2.3.1.1. Existing location conforms to UDO requirement for 
separation 

6.2.3.1.2. Option for 1 curb cut 
6.2.3.1.3. Relocate to optimal location and apply for variance 
6.2.3.1.4. Use right of way for 2nd access point 

6.2.4. Reconfigured parking allows 152 seats in worship space 
6.2.5. Increase in capacity of worship space of 25% or less does not require 

increase in parking provided. 
6.2.6. Secure written parking agreement for off-site spaces as required for 

worship space capacity in excess of 152 

6.2.6.1. 19 off-site spaces required for 80 seat increase in Worship Space 
capacity 

6.2.6.2. Off-site spaces must be within 300' of entrance 
6.2.6.3. Possibility of less formal agreement for use of County spaces 

during peak UU hours of use 
6.3. Education & Administrative Addition 

6.3.1. Maximum footprint - 83'-6" x 36' 

6.3.2. Option 1 - 1 story addition - 3006 sf 
6.3.3. Option 2 - 2 story addition - 4,446 sf - 6012 sf 

6.3.3.1. May require 2 means of egress depending on size and use 
6.3.3.2. Elevator optional, not required by code 

6.3.4. Option 3 - 2 story addition + expansion above existing - 6,686 sf or 
greater 

6.3.4.1. Requires 2 means of egress 
6.3.4.2. Elevator optional, not required by code 
6.3.4.3. Expansion over existing office, classroom, and fellowship areas 
6.3.4.4. More extensive construction 
6.3.4.5. Expansion of non-worship spaces does not increase parking 

requirements 
6.3.4.6. Expansion of non-worship spaces up to occupant load of worship 

space does not increase toilet facility requirements 
6.3.4.7. Expansion of non-worship spaces does not increase parking 

requirement 
6.4. Sanctuary Addition 

6.4.1. Maximum footprint - 20' x 43'-8" = 873 sf 
6.4.2. Increase in Worship Space Capacity- approximate 

6.4.2.1. Center Section - 4 Rows x 14 seats = 56 seats 
6.4.2.2. Side Section -4 Rows x 6 seats = 24 seats 
6.4.2.3. Total Increase in worship capacity- 80 seats (approximate) 

6.5. Sustainability and Energy Efficiency 
6.5.1. Design expansion and renovation of facility with long range view of 

energy use, occupant health, and the impact construction and building 
operations have on the environment and provide most sustainable and 
energy efficient building feasible. 
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6.5.2. Access existing facility 
6.5.2.1. Energy Use 
6.5.2.2. Water Use 
6.5.2.3. Indoor Air Quality 

6.5.3. Design & Development of Expansion 
6.5.3.1. Energy Use 
6.5.3.2. Water Use 
6.5.3.3. Indoor Air Quality 
6.5.3.4. Sustainable Site Use & Development 
6.5.3.5. Education & Outreach 

7. Summary
7.1. Expansion of both Worship space & Education, Administration, and Fellowship

spaces are feasible. 
7 .2. Expansion can be phased to address congregation space needs and fund 

raising constraints. 
7.3. Existing sewer and storm water lines can be relocated to permit expansion of 

existing building. 
7.4. Parking can be reconfigured to increase both parking space count and area for 

building expansion. 
7 .5. Parking requirements based on seating capacity of worship space, not size or 

occupancy of education, administration, or fellowship facility. 
7 .6. UDO parking requirements are the limiting factor 

7 .6.1. Maximum parking demand on Sunday morning 
7.6.2. On-site parking meets business hours demand and most evening and 

Saturday demand 
7 .6.3. Pursue agreement for shared parking with County through County 

Commission 
7.6.3.1. Address County concerns regarding liability, maintenance, and 

expansion of parking use. 
7 .6.3.2. Provide reciprocal use of UUTC parking for County peak demand 

7.7. Expansion of building will require non-conforming features of existing building 
be brought into partial or complete compliance with UDO 

8. Next Steps
8.1. Preliminary Programming and Quantification of near, mid, and long term

congregation space needs 
8.1.1. Worship 
8.1.2. Education 
8.1.3. Fellowship 
8.1.4. Administration 
8.1.5. Other 

8.2. Develop Conceptual Design for Building Expansion & Preliminary Construction 
Budgets 
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8.3. Access feasibility, probable cost, and opportunity related to acquisition of 
adjoining properties. 

8.4. Identify alternative sites and develop program and budgets for new facility 
8.4.1. Land Costs 
8.4.2. Site Development Costs 
8.4.3. Building Costs 
8.4.4. Existing Building Sale 

8.5. Compare advantages and disadvantages of expansion versus relocation and 
correlate with space needs and time line. 

8.5.1. Costs 
8.5.2. Location 
8.5.3. Ability to address long term needs 
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From: "Carol MacAllister" <cmac@citcom.net> Add To Address Book I This is Spam
Subject: BC Minutes for 2/15/09 
To: "Bruce & Sandy Kirkman@citcom. net" <brukirkman@citcom.net>, "Dan Carter" <Carterdt@gwm.sc.edu>, 
"Dave & Eileen Marshall" <themarshalls@citcom.net>, "Don Lander" <donnald.lander@gmail.com>, "Fred & 
Carlene Ragan" <fragan@citcom.net>, "Jake Zimmerman" <treezinc@yahoo.com>, "Jim & Alice Hardy" 
<jhardyl@citcom.net>, "John Lampert" <lampertjg@hotmail.com>, "Lory Whitehead" <loryaw@citcom.net>, 
"Raoul Gagne" <live2run_262@hotmail.com> 

BUILDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

DATE: 2/15/2009 
PURPOSE: Review remodeling ideas and recommend presentation to the Board 
MEMBERS PRESENT: Bruce Kirkman, Jim Hardy, Don Landers, Jake Zimmerman, Lory Whitehead (ex-officio), 
John Lampert, and Carol MacAllister 

MEMBERS ABSENT: Fred Ragan, Dave Marshall, Raoul Gagne, Greg Gorgone, Stephanie Grubb, Dan Carter 

The purpose of this last minute meeting was to have Jim Hardy review with the committee additional ideas for 
remodeling and expanding of UUTC since our last meeting when he walked us through the current footprint with 
ideas for cmmting new spaGe. 

)or to the meeting, copies of the Criteria and Considerations proposed on 2/2/09 by Jim Hardy, Walt Hill and Peter 
tindlay, the feasibility letter from Harris Architects, and drawings of the remodeling ideas were sent to all members. 

Jim covered many of the issues that would need to be addressed for a new; two story addition on either the east side 
of the building filling the drive-thru driveway between the building and the parking lot or on the south side extending 
the sanctuary necessitating the moving of the Memorial Garden. 

• What would trigger the UDO requirements of the city and what would not (1500 sq.ft. addition would not)
• water drainage piping
• trees/windows/views/natural light
• HVAC
• Refinance of present mortgage to take advantage of current low rates and also eager contractors needing work

due to the economy

Cost estimates are $150/sq.ft plus sewer relocation 

After committee members discussed several ideas re: expanding in different directions, it was agreed to request being 
placed on the March Agenda to make a brief presentation to the Board and to request they establish a Task Force to 
pull together 2-3 options (if there are that many) with drawings and costs to take to the Congregation for discussion 
by mid-'summer and to request from the Board monies for a feasibility study, probably between $2,000-$4,000 Jim 
Hardy will contact Doug Harris of Harris Architect to see what it would cost to do a feasibility study for expanding 
the south side of the building to see if his fee schedule would change substantially. Our limited property lines may 
make the decision for us . 

....,c1.ter this day, Lelia Graham, Board Liaison to committees placed the BC on the Board's March 12th agenda, at 
7pm. Jim Hardy and Carol MacAllister will make the presentation and put forward a balanced list of individuals 

https://webmail.citcom.net/wm/mail/login.html Page i of 2 
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willing to serve on the Task Force representing those with and without building experience, those with concerns for 
the children's classroom needs, males and females. 

Carol L. MacAllister 
104 S. Rice St. 
Brevard, NC 28712 
828-884-8814
cmac@citcom.net
cmacfolkart@pobox.com
carolmacallister@pobox.com
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Criteria & Considerations for Proposed UUTC addition - January 2009 

Basic Premise: Accept the fact that no expansion to the Sanctuary is practical and that two Sunday 
services will therefore continue to be necessary. However, the proposed expansion should serve the need 
for expanded children's facilities, will provide improved Admin. Office and Conference room facilities, 
and defer or even avoid the necessity of relocating UUTC to accommodate an expanding congregation. 

1. Expand existing Social Room from 370 sq. ft. to 660 sq. ft. (an additional 290 sq. ft.= 78% increase).
Accomplished by the following:

• Remove interior walls comprising the existing nursery room, the Administrative Secretary
office, and the former "safe room". Re-carpet the entire area.

• Salvage two entry doors and one inter-communicating door for use elsewhere.
• Enclose door openings to form one side of the corridor from the Foyer to the Sanctuary
• Remove the existing counter and cupboards between the Foyer and Admin. Asst. work area

and replace the opening with a solid wall.

2 Retain the fascia wall section to mate with recessed concertina curtain, to close off the Social Room. 

3. Existing Computer/Tech room, kitchen area and rest rooms remain unchanged.

4. Remove four exterior windows to existing Minster's office and the two existing nursery rooms, and
salvage for use elsewhere.

5. Enclose window openings and create new access corridor leading to building extension.

6. Convert the remaining area between new access corridor and existing rest rooms into two rooms, one
to be a Conference room (approx. 12 ft x 16 ft) and one to be an office for the Administrative
Assistant (approx. 10ft x 16 ft). The wall of the latter office facing the corridor, to be in framed
glass, to provide maximum visibility to and from the entrance/foyer area. (Possibly salvaging and/or
modifying the existing glass panel of the nursery room, formerly used as the Conference room?)

7. Give consideration to installing skylights or tube lights over the existing Minister's office, the new
Conference Room and the new Administrative Assistant's office, to provide natural lighting.

8. Create a 1,062 sq. ft. building extension, spanning existing sidewalk and asphalt roadway, with the
possibility of four individual rooms, as shown on schematic floor plan. Note: the design of this area
should be in concert with the ARE committee, et al, who may prefer an alternate layout. Salvaged
doors and windows could be utilized in construction of the building extension.

9. Install an independent HV AC system for the extension area, so that it can be separately zone
controlled. Also, possibly provide an independent electrical panel, depending on available circuit
capacity of electrical panels in the Sanctuary.

10. Investigate rain drainage route from gutter to be installed between existing building and the
extension.

11. Possible need to remove three or four trees currently located between the proposed extension and the
existing parking area.

12. Propose removing existing asphalt roadway on the north side of the building extension, re-route the
curbing and convert into a landscaped area. However, retain pathway down the side of the existing
building for access to outside water faucet.

(Revised August 20, 2009) 
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To: Jim Hardy 
From: Peter Findlay 
Subject: Proposed UUTC Building Extension 
February 6, 2009 

Jim, 

I appreciated the opportunity to discuss with you and Walt a proposal for expanding the UUTC building, a 
concept to provide improved facilities for the congregation. At the conclusion of our meeting, my 
understanding was that you would acquaint the UUTC Board with the concept, pursuant to obtaining Board 
approval to engage an architect to prepare a preliminary report regarding the concept, along with a 
preliminary estimate of the anticipated cost involved. As you noted, some segments of the overall project 
could probably be done by UUTC volunteer labor which would certainly help to minimize the overall cost 
(volunteers to remove the former "safe room" ... please step forward!) 

Jim, although the concept primarily deals with new and modified construction, I think you will agree that 
there will be questions regarding the functionality, the rationality and the aesthetics of the project, not unlike 
the scenario that evolved when the Sanctuary was renovated. Several anticipated questions have come to my 
mind and I thought it would be useful to document and share these with you. 

1. I've been given to understand that the small room (the nursery) currently used for looking after the very
young children (toddlers) is preferred as a small room, rather than a large room, in order to confine and
control the little ones. Therefore, with respect to the attached revised floor plan, I have split the 18 ft. x 12 ft.
room on the south side of the extension into two 9 ft. x 12 ft. rooms. The two-piece door that you provided
for the existing nursery room would probably make an excellent divider to the adjacent 9 ft. x 12 ft. room.

2. Another modification for consideration is to reduce the central 14 ft. x 12 ft. room to 12 ft. x 12 ft., thus
widening the "access corridor". This would enable storage cabinets and/or library shelves to be installed
along the corridor wall, thus avoiding such fittings being installed elsewhere, probably in the Conference
Room. This is just one of many possibilities to provide storage space that has to be provided.

3. The revised plan shows a fire door exit at the north end of the 18 ft. x 12 ft. room. As a safety measure, I
think it would be prudent to not provide an additional fire exit at the opposite end of the extension (from the
9 ft. x 12 ft. room) unless that is a code requirement, to ensure that the young children are safely confined
within four walls, i.e. eliminating people entering or leaving at this point).

4. The location of the corridor that provides access to the extension was centrally located for specific reasons
- it provides the shortest distance for the children's departure from the Sanctuary, it also provides close
access for Mothers who remain in the Sanctuary, and it appropriately locates the "non-children" rooms - the
Conference Room and the Administration Office - towards the Lobby area.

5. I believe that the location of the Administration Office, with a clear glass wall, located closest to the
Lobby is important. For people entering the building (say for an appointment with the Minister, et al) the
Administration Office would be the first room visible from the Lobby and likewise, the Administrative
Assistant would have visibility to people entering the building. For confidential reasons, this would also be
an appropriate room to locate the current "pigeon holes" where mail and memos are left for collection by
Board and Committee members, etc. Perhaps the current facilities can be dismantled - I visualize them
being attached to the wall that is contiguous with the rest room wall, or perhaps on the wall opposite the
room entry door. With the installation of a computer/printer/desk combination unit, similar to the one in
Ernie's office, this would be a good utilization of space without being an impediment for entering and
leaving the room.



6. With the location of the Administration Office and the access corridor established, it logically follows that
the Conference Room would be located in the remaining space - approximately 10 ft. x 12 ft. - which would
be quite adequate and an improvement versus the current meeting space. Hopefully, the "double sectioned"
glass partition of the former Conference Room (currently occupied for ARE use) could be dismantled and
modified if necessary so that both the Administration Office and the Conference Room would have a glass
wall facing the corridor. This would be aesthetically attractive and would supplement the installation of
overhead light tubes that we discussed for interior rooms (in lieu of exterior windows).

7. Regarding the Lobby area . . . I anticipate this may be a focal point of discussion, as it was when we
initially occupied the building. Certainly its aesthetic appearance is important as the entryway into the
building. Its functionality is equally important to provide facilities for signup clipboards and boxes of name
tags, and small meetings and gatherings, such as the Eclectic sessions. Walt suggested installing overhead
storage cabinets and a counter on the wall contiguous with the rest rooms (where the fabric wall hanging is
currently located). Certainly my initial idea of a free standing counter, parallel to the existing counter was ill
conceived ... so let's forget that idea! As an alternative, we have an area, where the bulletin boards are
currently located, to install two 12-inch deep shelves, mounted opposite each other on the two walls of that
area. This would be a good utilization of space for the location of clipboards and boxes of nametags.
Conceivably, wall mounted cupboards that Walt suggested, could be mounted over the shelving for
additional storage purposes. Consistent with use of this area, the existing bulletin boards could be positioned
on the new wall that will be created where the counter currently exists. The result would be a much tidier
Lobby and better access for members to view the bulletin boards.

That leaves the fabric wall hanging in its present location which, aesthetically, ideally provides an attractive 
and meaningful (Transylvania County) image for people entering the building. I think many would agree 
that the four bamboo chairs with their deteriorated cushions, have more than served their useful purpose and 
that they be replaced with four light weight (aluminum frame) arm chairs that will be less cumbersome to 
move around (possibly stackable?). With retention of existing greenery decor, the functionality and 
aesthetics of the Lobby would be retained, in fact enhanced, and the Eclectics could "play on" as usual ... 
another good utilization of building space. 

8. Regarding the enlarged Social Room, the additional area would be aesthetically enhanced by installing
opaque glass block walls in the openings where the doors from the corridor were formerly located. This
would make that section of the room more inviting relative to the glass walls that comprise the outer wall of
the existing room. In the utility room, we still have the loudspeakers that were originally installed in the
Sanctuary. There would be several benefits to installing these within the Social Room, along with a
dedicated amplifier (the original amplifier that came with those loudspeakers has been put to use by John
Felty for the auxiliary speakers in the Sanctuary). A self-contained sound system would be an asset for
meetings held in that room e.g. Wonderful Wednesday programs, ARE meetings, use by outside
organizations such as the Sierra Club, etc. and optionally hooked up in parallel with the Sanctuary system.
Long term, if UUTC attendance at Sunday services still requires more seating accommodation, one could
visualize overflow seating with an overhead TV screen, allied with a camera mounted in the Sanctuary. Far
fetched? Other churches have resorted to such overflow arrangements to accommodate growing needs.

Jim, these are just a few thoughts ... but they might serve as useful discussion points to demonstrate to those 
who question the concept that thought has not only been given to additional floor space, with utilization of 
existing windows and doors, etc (to defray costs), but that aesthetic and functional considerations have also 
been considered which, to some members of our congregation, will be of equal importance. 

Although I am not a member of the Building Committee, having developed the concept of a proposed 
extension, I felt a sense of obligation to address and share with you some of the related issues that this 
memorandum addresses. I hope that by so doing, it will prove to be useful. 

Attached: Revised floor plan of proposed UUTC building extension. 

,., 
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Report to Building Committee Members re: remodeling ideas 
After presentation to the Board 3/12/09 

On Thursday, 3/12/09, Jim Hardy and I made a summary presentation to the UUTC Board 
concerning the BC recommendations for more space for our growing congregation with an 
eye toward the younger members and for more social space. 

The Board did not take any action re: our request for a Task Force to be established to 
explore the feasibility of remodeling within the present footprint of our building and/or 
expanding our present building. 

With finances so uncertain for the next year or possibly longer, the Board requested: 

1. We make a presentation of our ideas and the approximate costs for a feasibility study to
the Finance Committee so they can recommend to the Board ideas for funding the
Feasibility Study and the building project.

2. If the Board agrees that the remodeling/expansion project is financially possible, then we
need to have a Congregational meeting to present the two options:

A. Do we want to grow but make due with present space and save our $ for a new
building?

8. Do we want to grow and stay on our present property? If yes to this then:
1. We need Congregational approval to:

-Commit funds ($3-5,000) to remodel within present footprint or
-Commit funds ($3750) for Feasibility Study to expand the present
footprint 25% (see most current Jetter from Doug Harris, Harris
Architect.) Expansion is estimated at $250,000.

Until the following steps are accomplished, I think it would be wise to dial down our 
discussion with others the ideas for expanding the building. Until Jim and I can make a 
presentation to the Finance Committee and they know better what our future budget is 
going to look like, we will do no more work on this issue. However, we still have some light 
rings ruijf removal and painting to do.© I will be in touch. Thank you all for all your ideas 
and good work. 
Carol 
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SPACE ISSUES AT UUTC 

The Problem: 

While going to two services has solved the crowding in the sanctuary, we still 
face a social area that is too small and a shortage of adequate 
classroom/meeting space. As our membership continues to grow, these 
limitations will become even more pronounced. It is time to take a hard look at 
how we will address this problem. 

One approach: 

On 2/1/09, Peter Findlay sent me an email containing his ideas for modifying our 
existing social space and also adding an addition to the building to expand 
classroom/meeting space. On 2/3/09, Peter, Walt Hill, and I met to discuss these 
ideas. On 2/4/09, I met with Doug Harris, the architect who did the original plans 
for our building renovation back in 2003, and asked him to look over these ideas 
and submit a proposal for a feasibility study. He submitted that letter on 209/09. 
On 2/15/09, the building committee met to discuss this issue and recommended 
taking it to the board. During that meeting, additional ideas surfaced. I again 
met with Doug Harris to discuss these ideas. His second letter is attached. 

Timing: 

From a purely economic standpoint, this may be the perfect time to consider 
expansion, for the following reasons: 

• UUTC has a property worth $1,000,000, on which it owes $60,000.
We have over $900,000 of equity in this property!

• At an estimated cost of $150/SF we could add 1500 SF for about
$225,000. Add the $60,000 we owe on our current mortgage and we
would still have a mortgage below one-third the value of our property.

• The current economic climate has lowered both building costs and
mortgage rates. Both of these will rise dramatically once the economy
picks up.

• The additional space will add real value to the property, which, should
we sell down the road, will increase the sale price and our return.

Conclusion: 

Our congregation continues to grow within a finite space. This proposal 
deserves serious study now. 

Jim Hardy 
For The Building Committee 
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To: Building Remodeling Task Group 
From: Peter Findlay 

Subject: Status Review of Task Group Activities, as of February 12, 2010 

At the first meeting of the Task Group it was agreed that, between holding individual meetings, there would 
be an ongoing communication interchange by e-mail relative to the Task Group's assignment. It has become 
evident that, due to various circumstances, some members of the Task Group are not up-to-date. The 
purpose of this memorandum is to rectify that situation, as follows: 

1. It was agreed at the last meeting of the Task Group that each member would summarize and
exchange views on the pros and cons of three basic issues (a) constructing a building addition and
remodeling the existing building (b) purchasing a plot of land to build a larger church and/or purchasing a
larger church/building that might become available on the market, or (c) take no action at this time i.e. live
within the confines of the existing building facilities.

Both Jim Hardy and I have prepared a summary of our own personal conclusions. Copies of both memos 
have been issued to our Chairperson, Bruce Kirkman, for his prior review. However, unforeseen 
circumstances (weather conditions and being out- of- town) have precluded these memos being shared with 
all members of the Task Group and/or holding a Task Group meeting to discuss individual members' input. 
Because of the information that follows, I believe it is timely and appropriate to issue the memo that I 
prepared . . . and Jim, may I suggest that you do likewise. The information contained therein needs to be 
reviewed and digested prior to the next Task Group meeting. 

2. Jim Null recently advised Jim Hardy that the status of the Task Group's activities would be
specifically discussed at a UUTC Board meeting to be held on Thursday, February 11th (yesterday). Jim
Null invited Jim Hardy to attend that meeting to provide an appropriate update. As I had additional
information to impart (discussed below) I opted to also attend the Board meeting. On very short notice, Walt
Hill and Shirl Thomas were advised that this meeting with the Board would occur and were invited to attend,
but both were unable to do so.

As all Task Group members are aware, a major concern regarding the concept of constructing a building 
addition has been the estimated cost of necessarily relocating storm drainage and sewage pipe lines, both of 
which are currently located under the site of the proposed building addition. Through a personal 

. conversation with Brevard's Mayor Jimmy Harris, the way was paved for this matter to be discussed with 
Joshua S. Freeman, Planning Director, Brevard Planning Department and the Assistant Planning Director, 
Brad L. Burton. The Planning Department has a computer software program that shows all existing 
infrastructure lines leading up to and beyond the UUTC building site. Various options for relocating the 
lines were discussed. Mr. Freeman noted the following: 

• The City's Planning budget for fiscal 2010-2011 (begins July 151
) is currently being prepared for

presentation to the City Council for review and approval.
• Due to various infrastructure considerations (upstream from the UUTC building), enlarging the

capacity of existing storm drains and sewage lines through the UUTC site is most desirable.
• In conjunction with such a project, DOT plans to install a larger size connector underneath Broad

Street (the scheduled date is yet to be determined)
• It would be most timely to include the cost of relocating storm drainage and sewer lines within the

City's proposed 2010-2011 budget.

Mr. Freeman proposed that the Department be provided with details of the proposed building addition so that 
the options for relocating the lines may be evaluated and cost estimates developed. The City Council would 
make a final determination on this matter and means by which the project costs might be allocated between 
the City and UUTC. However he surmised that an equitable cost sharing arrangement could probably be 
worked out. If approved, this project would probably be implemented within the City's upcoming fiscal year 
in which case, a determination regarding the project could be available by mid-summer. 
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Both Jim Hardy and I discussed with the Board a variety of issues surrounding the options outlined in the 
first paragraph of Item #1 above. We both stated that, although we held different views on some of the 
details, estimated costs, et al, we were both agreed that "no action - pro tern" would be prudent at this time, 
pending hearing back from the City Planning Department. We both specifically emphasized that our 
comments to the Board were our own individual views and did not represent the collective views of the Task 
Group that has not been able to meet to discuss the matter and formulate a consensus. 

Pursuant to the foregoing, the Board unanimously voted that the conceptual drawing of the proposed 
building addition be provided to the City Planning Department for their evaluation and development of 
relocation costs involved. Further, the Board agreed that it would report to the Congregation in the interim 
that the Task Group was continuing to gather information pursuant to expanding CRE facilities and interior 
remodeling of the existing building and/or purchasing a plot ofland for future expansion. 

3. At the last meeting of the Task Group the question was raised regarding the adequacy of enlarged
CRE space within a building addition, relative to a projected increase of children and age groups within the
Congregation. This has been discussed with Gerry Azzata, Co-DRE and a memo on this subject is also
attached for review.

****** 

Attachments: 

• Analysis of UUTC Expansion and Remodeling Options -dated January 28, 2010

• Evaluation of Existing and Proposed Enlarged CRE Facilities-dated February 3, 2010

cc. Jim Null, UUTC President.

') 
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Analysis of UUTC Expansion and Remodeling Options 

To: Members of the UUTC Building Remodeling Task Group 
From: Peter Findlay 
January 28, 2010 

Introduction: 

The assignment before the UUTC Building Remodeling Task Group is to identify available options that 
could address anticipated future growth and needs of the UUTC Congregation. One of the most useful 
results from the studies has been the attempt to develop a quantitative estimate of Congregational growth and 
Sanctuary attendance for two Sunday services. It is anticipated that such an estimate will have a significant 
influence on the future decision making process. The writer's comments on available options are as follows: 

1. Construct a building addition and interior remodeling of the existing building

Initially, the concept of constructing a building addition and remodeling the existing building 
appeared to be the most practical and cost effective approach, relative to other alternatives. Preliminary 
estimates suggest that a building addition, at $150 per sq. ft., plus interior remodeling, would be circa 
$236,400. With a remaining existing mortgage of some $56,000, this would constitute a debt package of 
circa $292,000 (possibly defrayed by a fund raising campaign). 

However, it has been learned that stonn and sanitary sewer lines, located below the site of the proposed 
building addition, will have to be relocated. As such relocation will also serve the City of Brevard's 
infrastructure interests it is assumed that the total cost will be shared between the City and UUTC. At this 
stage, any cost to be borne by UUTC has not yet been determined and would probably be negotiable. 
However, it is speculated that UUTC's share could be circa $75,000 to $100,000 (additional to a building 
addition and remodeling costs previously outlined). 

A key question is ... "What is the cost-effectiveness of this approach, relative to when or if the 
existing building can no longer accommodate the increased size and needs of the Congregation?" Regarding 
"when" - from the attempts to forecast estimated Congregational attendance, it appears that the time frame 
to attain 80% Sanctuary seating capacity, based upon two Sunday services, would be some ten to twelve 
years, However, examining the projection of historical attendance data it is evident that a relatively minor 
change in the growth gradient could change the estimated time frame to fifteen plus years or more. 
Regarding "ir' - the possibility cannot be precluded that membership growth and/or attendance may plateau 
within estimated maximum Sanctuary capacity. A plateau of growth is characteristic of a number of UU 
churches and, if that should apply to UUTC's congregation, then this option would be amply justified. 

2. Purchase land and build a larger church, and sell the existing building.

The Task Group has viewed several prospective land sites with a view to building a larger church. 
However, none of the sites viewed are considered desirable regarding their location and/or cost. Through a 
commercial Realtor, a search is continuing, but with limited available land lots, we are not optimistic. It 
may be necessary to consider locations outside the City of Brevard, within the ETJ zones or even beyond 
those confines. This is not an attractive prospect compared to the prime location that UUTC currently 
enjoys. 

The Task Group has viewed the Cornerstone Presbyterian PCA Church. It is located within an ETJ 
zone {exempt from certain City of Brevard Code requirements, has City water but only has a septic sanitary 
sewer system). The church was design/built by a commercial Contractor (no professional Architect was 
involved) at a cost, say in today's dollars, of $175 per sq. ft. This would appear to be a viable approach if a 
suitable plot of land at an acceptable price was available, but as previously indicated, such a plot has not 
been identified. Also construction of a new church building would have to be synchronized with the sale of 
UUTC's existing building. No buyer is in the offing and it should be noted that the existing UUTC building 

1 



remained vacant on the market for five years before being purchased (at a discount price) by UUTC. That is 
not an optimistic scenario regarding resale. 

3. Purchase a larger church (or a building suitable for adaptation) and sell the existing building,

The Task Group has investigated the purchase of a larger church or building that could be adapted 
for UUTC needs but none has been identified at this time. This could change in the future if a suitable 
property is identified or placed on the market. 

4. Establish a satellite church to relieve UUTC's congregational growth.

The Task Group has considered this concept. There is no need to make such a decision at this time 
and the concern of splitting the existing UUTC Congregation is a distinct disadvantage. Therefore, for the 
time being, this approach should be left "on the back burner". 

5. Take no action at this time (i,e. "make do" pro tem)

Reviewing the list of "pros" and "cons" of this approach, if necessary we can continue to function 
within those parameters. Yes, it would be nice to have more CRE space but with the number of children 
currently involved, UUTC can manage with its current space. Yes, it would be nice to have a larger Social 
area, but UUTC can continue to manage with the existing space and if necessary, more frequently utilize the 
Sanctuary for Social activities. It was noted that the Cornerstone Presbyterian Church, which is fully paid 
for, uses its entry lobby and/or Sanctuary for Social functions. The congregation plans to continue doing so 
until sufficient funds have been raised to build a Social Room addition, rather than assuming a mortgage 
obligation. 

Conclusions: 

It is very important to note that a decision to proceed with any of the foregoing options would constitute a 
firm commitment which, once made, might prove to be the wrong decision in light of a subsequent changed 
scenario e.g. buying a plot of land with the intent of building a replacement church, and then a suitable 
existing Church or building becoming available for purchase. 

The concept of constructing a building addition and remodeling the existing building interior has a great deal 
of merit. It enables the congregation to retain a quality building, in a prime location, on a County Road, and 
located close to the center of Brevard. The conceptual floor plan that has been developed is functional, 
provides increased CRE space, provides an expanded Social area and does not infringe upon existing car 
parking facilities. A future expansion of the Sanctuary to provide an additional 80 chairs is also possible, 
although UUTC would have to rely on continued County permission to use the area on Varsity Avenue as 
off-site parking. Conceivably in future years, the residential property contiguous with UUTC may become 
available for purchase. That would be a valuable addition for expanded car parking and/or a children's 
playground. Last, but not least, remaining on the existing site avoids the need to sell the existing building, 
the inability of which could preclude consideration of alternate options. 

Purchasing an existing larger building or finding a suitable plot of land as a future church site does not 
appear to be likely at this time. While such an approach could possibly serve UUTC's longer term needs it 
would appear to be a more expensive approach, and it would also involve selling the existing building. 

If no action is taken at this time, UUTC's contribution towards relocating the sewer lines can be determined, 
to provide an inclusive estimated cost for consideration of Option # 1. No action at this time will also enable 
UUTC to continue to reduce its existing mortgage obligation. Most important - no action at this time leaves 
UUTC's options open for the future. If UUTC should outgrow Sanctuary seating capacity during the 
interim, a third Sunday morning service could be considered, or a mid-week or Sunday evening service. In 
short, a "no action at this time" decision would constitute "cutting the cloth to suit the purse - seemingly a 
prudent course of action until better data and information can be obtained. 
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To: Building Remodeling Task Group 
From: Peter Findlay

Subject: Evaluation of Existing and Proposed Enlarged CRE Facilities 

February 3, 2010 

During the last Task Group meeting, a conceptual plan to remodel the interior of the UUTC building and 
construct a building addition was further discussed. Reference was made to a previously distributed 
calculation sheet "Comparison of Existing versus Additional Interior Floor Space" (a copy of which is 
attached as a convenient reference). It was proposed that the adequacy of the proposed CRE facilities to 
accommodate increasing numbers of children be explored. This matter has been discussed with UUTC's Co
DRE, Gerry Azzata, details of which are as follows: 

1. Nursery Room and Play Room for Toddlers

Current average attendance: 4 babies/toddlers (no child's cot installed in the Nursery). The current Nursery 
Room and a contiguous "Play area" comprise 200 sq. ft. A proposed combined Nursery Room and Play area 
would be 192 sq. ft. Although 8 sq. ft. smaller than the combined existing area, a single room would provide 
better space utilization, would be located contiguous to the Lobby rest rooms, could accommodate one cot, 
and is deemed by Co-DRE to be an adequate size facility. 

2. Children Ages from 4 to 7 years

Range of Attendance: 5 to 8 children, currently meeting in 140 sq. ft. 
The pro-rata capacity within a proposed 23 ft. x 14 ft. CRE room (322 sq. ft.)= 11 to 18 children. 

) 3. Children Ages from 8 to 11 years

Range of Attendance: 4 to 8 children, currently meeting in 256 sq. ft. 
The pro-rata capacity within a proposed 23 ft. x 14 ft. CRE room (322 sq. ft.)= 5 to 10 children. 

4. Teenagers {none presently attending UUTC}

It is envisaged that, as the 11 to 12-year old children become teenagers, they would utilize the proposed 15 
ft. x 16 ft. Conference Room (240 sq. ft.) for reading and writing assignments. It is anticipated that the room 
will be furnished with a conference table and chairs to seat 8 people. Further, it is anticipated that a �'core 
group" of say, four teenagers, would have to be developed as a prerequisite, which might not occur for some 
time. 

Conclusions: 

1. There may be occasions for combining all age groups in one CRE room for a special activity. It is
felt that all existing children (maximum 16) could be accommodated in one proposed CRE rooms.

2. During weekdays, the number of attendees at group meetings ( e.g. ARE meetings, Committee
meetings, discussion groups, et al) might exceed the seating capacity of the Conference room. Such meetings
could be held in one of the CRE rooms, the latter of which would then serve a multi-purpose function.

3. A projection of "Estimated Congregational Growth", previously distributed, indicated that 80% of
Sanctuary seating capacity (deemed a desirable maximum) would be reached when the UUTC Congregation
size increased to 300 to 325 Members and Friends. This would represent a 50% increase compared to the
current UUTC Congregation size of circa 200. The above projected children's capacity represents a larger
percentage increase. This suggests that the CRE facilities of the proposed building addition and reconfigured
Conference room would be quite adequate to accommodate future growth of children attendance.
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Proposed UUTC Building Modifications and Addition. 

Comparison of Existing versus Additional Interior Floor Space 

Webmaster, DRE 
& General Office 

Social Room 

(Revised November 11, 2009) 

Existing Floor Space Proposed Floor Sqace 

12' x 12'· 9" = 153 sq. ft no change 

16' - 3" X 30' = 488 Sq. ft. 29' X 30' = 870 sq. ft. 
(including storage for 
chairs, TV & Sound) 

Conference Room 12' x 11 '- 8" = 140 sq. ft. 15' x 16' = 240 sq. ft. 

Nursery 
Play Area 

CRERoom 

(usable space) 

10' -9" X 12' -9" = 137 sq. ft. 
9'-9" X 6'-6" = 63 sq. ft. 

200 sq. ft. 12' X 16' = 192 sq. ft. 

(former Conference Room) 16' x 16' = 256 sq. ft. 23' x 14' = 322 sq. ft ) 
23' X 14' = 322 sq. ft. 

Increase 

·0-

382 sq. ft. 

100 sq. ft. 

( 8 sq. ft.) 

644 sq. ft 388 sq. ft. 

�: Conference Room could also be used 15' x 16' = 240 sq. ft. 240 sq. ft. 
for temporary overflow CRE usage on a 
Sunday, say for older age group children. 

Total available CRE floor space: (388 sq. ft. + 240 sq. ft.= 628 sq. ft.) 

Admin. Office 9'-3" X 12'- 9" = 118 sq. ft. 12' X 12' = 144 sq. ft. 26 sq. ft. 

Minister's Office (usable) 12' X 12' = 144 sq. ft. 12' X 14' = 168 sq. ft. 24 sq. ft. 

Entrance Lobby no change no change -0-

Kitchen Area no change no change -0-

Utility Room no change no change -0-



) Guidint: Principles 

Two services acceptable 

Any additions/changes would enable us to continue at this site 
for 10 years 

o CRE, including possible Youth programming, and ARE
could be accommodated

o Sunday services can be accommodated without
discouraging attendance (80% rule)

o Social space would be adequate

o Office space would be adequate

Neither sanctuary seating nor parking capacity can be changed 

Green/recycling principles will be applied as financially 
feasible 

The utility of the site to possible future users should not be 
compromised 
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Building Expansion/RE Space Committee (Shirl Thomas, Peter Findlay. Jim Hardy. Walter 
Hill): 

Because thinking/work has been going on about this subject for some time and several 
groups have worked on it with some of us involved at some times and Jim the only 
continuously involved person, I am sharing what I have of the history. It should be helpful 
in getting us all on the same page at the current time. 

Following the time of the first set of information, the Board asked the committee to get a 

second architect's study proposal for comparison and I was asked to chair a newly 
constituted committee (I had dropped out of the original group in March) and Carol needed 
to drop out. Thus, the five of us came to be the committee. 

In the intervening time, Peter Findlay has done a great amount of thinking and work on 
the project which I am sharing in the second section. In Peter's own words, this is not to 
preclude any other thinking (for example, a two-story option has been discussed) or to 
indicate a decided on direction; it is a very helpful thought starter and jumping off place. I 
particularly like Peter's assertion that we do not want to leave our wonderful current 
location until we absolutely have to and his attempt to project our church population and 
space needs to see how long that might be; we should keep this in front of us as we 
assess this project. 

I am hopeful that we will have the second architect's proposal by the meeting so we can 
plan some future steps and recomendations. An important one would be a report to the 
new Board which has limited information currently. 

I have also asked the new RE Directors to undertake a dialogue with appropriate persons 
about the number and size spaces they see meeting our RE needs over a 1 O year horizon; 
during that time I would hope we could have the beginnings of a youth group springing 
from our current children and their friends. We may want to meet with them at an 
appropriate time. 

Bring your open minds and best thinking to our meeting. I believe we can make a 
significant contribution to' an even stronger and faster growing UUTC! 



WebMail for brukirkman@citcom.net 9/9/09 1:50 PM 

Delete Next Reply/ All Forward/lnline Open Inbox 1 of 27 ( Go to) -1-� (Move) ( Copy J _l_n_b_o_x ________ ;_,;

..... ttte: Tue 8 Sep 08:47:46 EDT 2009 
From: <Uutcdre@citcom.net:> Add To Address Book I This is Spam 
Subject: Space needs for children/youth programs 
To: brukirkman@citcom.net 

Hi Bruce, 

The CRE Committee discussed future space needs on Sunday, and here is a summary of what 
we came up with: 

Nobody could envision a 10-year plan ••• but our current space is outgrown, and the new 
plan would be a tight squeeze already, without a youth program added. 

We agreed that the key to using the space as proposed was to make it flexible -- for 
instance, having sliding room dividers instead of solid walls. 

Adequate storage space is a must. 

There is no need for two separate nursery rooms. 

The nursery should be adjacent to the rest room, so the nursery helpers can tend to 
diaper changes, etc., more easily. (I though of this after the meeting, actually.) 

�' as for the existing women's rest room, all of us agreed that it contains a lot of 
.. Jsted space, and that additional stalls should be added (not just for the children's 
use!). 

Hope this helps. Let me know when the next meeting is scheduled. 

Thanks, 

Gerry 

PS - Ernie mentioned your family in the Sunday Joys and Sorrows, but gave no details. I 
hope you are all OK. 

Delete Next Reply/ All Forward/lnline Open Inbox 1 of 27 ( Go to) -1-- (Move) ( Copy 'i •�' _ln_b_o_x ________ ;_,l 
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Current UUTC Requirements 

1. UUTC is land locked on two sides, which limits expansion of the building.

2. Cannot reduce existing car parking facilities - code requirements.

3. Based upon Transylvania County data, we have projected congregational
growth on an historical and linear basis and conclude that we will outgrow
this building in approximately 10 years.

4. What then will be our choices?

i. Move to a bigger building, if one is available, & sell this bldg.
ii. Buy a plot of land and build a new church, & sell this bldg.

iii. Remain in this building and create a second satellite church

5. Meanwhile, what are our current needs?

1. No change to the Sanctuary for existing design & cost reasons.

2. We need a larger Social room.

3. We need additional space for children's activities.

4. We need to regain a Conference room for frequent small meetings.

5. We need to modify the existing building to ensure future salability.

6. We need to accomplish remodeling and expansion at minimum cost
because of limited 10-year useful life & also practical considerations.

7. We have a suggested plan to accomplish the foregoing parameters. It is
not ideal for everyone's needs, but it is a compromise solution to
provide improved and adequate facilities to meet our projected needs.

8. We estimate that the remodeling & expansion could be accomplished
for circa $250,000 which could be added to our existing mortgage
($56K) which would still provide an acceptable ratio of $300,000
mortgage to an expanded building value of circa $1,000,000 plus
$300,00 - equals building of $1,300,000 i.e. circa 25%, of building value.
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UUTC Remodeling Task Group. 

Committee members: Bruce Kirkman (chair), Jim Hardy, Walt Hall, Shirl Thomas, Peter Findlay 

October 5, 2009 

The committee met to individually interview Doug Harris and Sam Newton (architects) both of 
whom have submitted proposals to conduct a study, pursuant to remodeling the existing UUTC 
building and constructing a building addition. 

Following the interviews, at which each architect made a professional presentation� there was a 
consensus by committee members that Doug Harris and his proposal represented imaginative and 
creative concepts and, with his larger staff resources, that would best·serve UUTC's interests. 

To enable Bruce to expeditiously make a report to the UUTC Board at their next meeting (Thursday 
October 8), a follow-up meeting of the Task Group was scheduled for October 7th. 

October 1•\ 2009 

It was agreed that further consideration of remodeling and expansion of the existing UUTC building 
appeared to be contingent upon three important issues: 

1. City Planning authority to construct a building addition over an existing underground
sewer line.

2. If such authorization were to be denied, what would be the estimated cost to re-route the
sewer line (probably parallel to the existing line and between the proposed building
addition and the existing car parking area) and whether the cost involved would be
acceptable to UUTC or prohibitive.

3. Obtain a written commitment (by Transylvania County?) that UUTC members can
continue to use the car parking area on Varsity A venue, opposite the UUTC building, as
supplemental car parking for Sunday services. Should the current informal permission
be revoked in the future ( e.g. a change in County ordinances, et al) UUTC would then
not be able to comply with car parking City Code requirements (that are based upon the
Sanctuary seating capacity). UUTC would then have a major problem if it was already
committed to or implemented a building expansion program.

As a preliminary step, further remodeling and expansion planning, and the cost involved, is 
contingent upon resolving the above three issues. In fact, if these matters cannot be resolved, it may 
be pruclent to not proceed with the remodeling and building addition project. 

However, to do nothing to resolve the current overcrowded situation within the building, and to 
cater for anticipated future congregation growth, would also be an unacceptable proposition. As 
part of preliminary planning conducted to date, it has been calculated, based upon a linear 
projection of historical congregation growth, that the congregation will outgrow the existing 
building in approximately 9 to 10 years. Therefore, what to do? 



UUTC Remodelin& 

Area/Room E/N Need/Change � 

Parking E No change Code limited 

Sanctuary E No Change Code limited 

Social Room E Enlarge Maximize table seating 

Kitchen E 

Lobby E 

Minister's Office (144) E Enlarge as possible 175-200 sq ft, natural light

Admin/Tech Room (153) E Tech to sanctuary? 

Conf/Committee Rm ( l 40)E Enlarge Seat 10/12 

Admin Assist. Office N 150+ sq ft 

) 
Nursery (100) E 175+ sq ft, near rest room 

Pre-School N 250+ sq ft 

Elementary (210) E 250+ sq ft 

Middle School N 250+ sq ft 

RE Office N 150+ sq ft 

Rest Rooms E No change, probably 

Utility Room E Incorporate supply cabinet(s) 

HVAC Complete replacement program 

Rear Foyer N? Possible Sanct & CRE entry with coatroom 

Other: 
Coat room/ hanging N 
Furniture storage N Look for alternatives 
Roof Consider as changes made 
Energy upgrade Consider as changes made 
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Comments re "uutcdredre" e-mail to Bruce Kirkman (Sept 8th) 
Re: CRE Space needs for children/youth programs. 

1. Disagree with the contention that the new plan is a "tight squeeze". On the contrary, the
proposed building addition provides three CRE rooms & additional floor space:

One room for a nursery ................ ( an increase of 66 sq. ft.) 
One room for AJes 5 to 2°d Grade .... (an increase of 10 sq. ft.)
One room for 3 to 5th grade ........... (an additional 266 sq. ft.) 

Total increase of 342 sq. ft. 

Currently we have no children beyond Grade5 

Conclusion: proposed space is a significant increase compared to existing space. 

2. Sliding room dividers, as proposed by CRE Committee, would provide undesirable
transmission of sound between rooms (which would be a distraction) versus solid walls.
Also, sliding room dividers would be much more expensive that solid walls, would be prone
to damage, and would eliminate one wall in each room for wall mounted display materials.
Further, solid walls would be preferable for potential resale of the building ( one of the
specified guiding parameters for remodeling/addition.

Conclusion: Reject sliding room dividers in favor of solid walls.

3. Agree that adequate storage is a "must" throughout the building. The facilities for Nursery
and CRE rooms to be worked out with the architect but remember ... the more permanent
storage room space, the less flexibility and less floor space.

Note:
Regarding the Social Room, the 12" "set back" (to accommodate abutment fittings for the
existing sliding room divider) has been increase to 24" to provide storage cupboards (as
suggested at the August 27th meeting) to accommodate storage of folding chairs (5 rows x 5
chairs deep = 25 chairs) and storage shelves above for miscellaneous materials; plus a 36"
wide cabinet to store the TV NCR stand, sound system and microphone stand (for Social
Room P.A. system)

4. CRE Committee requested an undivided nursery room. Plan modified accordingly.

5. CRE committee's request to locate the Nursery Room adjacent to a rest room is impractical
for overall functionality of other building occupants. Suggest use of a hygienic diaper
disposal container that can be readily emptied after use and the disposable liner deposited
directly into the garbage bins located adjacent to the Nursery room.

6. Expanding the Women's Rest Room facilities is a question for architectural consideration,
regarding feasibility and cost involved.

******** 



Concept for a Proposed UUTC Building Addition and Modifications 

Prepared - July 2009 

Basic Premise: 

With the continuing increase of attendees at Sunday services, allied with the impracticality of expanding the 
existing Sanctuary, it is evident that holding two Sunday services will have to be permanently continued. 

To accommodate the anticipated continuing congregational growth and desirable expanded services for 
congregants, implementation of the following proposal will defer for several years or may even avoid the 
necessity of relocating UUTC from its current prime location. Highlights are as follows: 

• Construct a single story building addition to provide additional facilities for ARE and CRE
functions, small meeting facilities, and childcare. An important factor - the proposed location and
floor plan would not reduce existing car parking facilities.

• Enlarge the existing Social Room to better accommodate Social gatherings, and also for use as a
general meeting room. In addition, as a possibility for the future, use as overflow accommodation,
via a television link, for Sunday services.

• Relocate and improve the Administration Office and Conference Room.

• Create Lobby area improvements.

) Principal Elements of the Proposed Building Modification and Expansion: 

(See Schematic floor Plan) 

1. Expand the existing Social Room from 370 sq. ft. to 660 sq. ft. (an additional 290 sq. ft.= 78% increase).
This can be accomplished by the following:

• Remove interior walls between (a) the existing nursery room (b) the existing Administrative
Secretary office area and (c) the former "safe room". (Salvage the inter-communicating frame and
door set for use in the proposed building addition.)

• Remove two existing frame and door sets that connect the corridor to the Administrative Office area
and nursery. Replace the openings (and possibly other sections of the corridor wall) with glass
blocks, to provide supplemental lighting into the expanded Social Room. (Salvage the two frame
and door sets for use in the proposed building addition).

• Dismantle the existing counter and cupboards between the Lobby and the existing Admin. Asst.
work area (for possible relocation elsewhere) and replace the wall opening with a solid wall, to form
part of an enlarged Social Room.

• Remove the existing Social Room wall, up to the kitchen room area, but retain a wall section
adjacent to the Lobby (approx. 2 ft.) that bears the mating frame for the recessed concertina curtain,
thus retaining the ability to close off the Social Room and kitchen area from the Lobby.

• Install new carpeting for the enlarged Social Room floor.

• Note: The existing Computer/Tech room, kitchen area and rest rooms will remain unchanged.

1 



2. Remove four existing exterior windows, with frames, to the Minister's office and the two existing CRE
rooms, (all to be used in the exterior walls of the proposed building addition) and enclose the window
openings. Then remove existing interior walls contiguous with the existing corridor.

3. Contiguous with the north side of the Minister's Office, create a new 4 feet wide access corridor from the
existing Lobby/Sanctuary corridor to the proposed building addition.

4. Convert the area between the new access corridor and existing Lobby Rest Rooms into two rooms.
Contiguous to the Lobby rest rooms, construct a 10 ft by 16 ft office for the Administrative Assistant.
The remaining space (approx. 12 ft. x 16 ft.) to serve as a Conference room. The wall of the
Administrative Assistant office facing the corridor (and possibly the Conference Room) to be framed
glass, to provide maximum visibility to and from the entrance/foyer area. (Salvaging and possibly using
the glass panel of the existing CRE room.)

5. Consider installing skylights or "tube lights" over the existing Minister's office, the new Conference
Room and the new Administrative Assistant's office, to provide supplementary natural interior lighting.

6. Construct an 18 ft. x 59 ft. building addition (exterior 1062 sq. ft.) spanning the existing sidewalk and
asphalt roadway. This will provide the possibility of four individual rooms, as shown on the attached
Schematic Floor Plan. The three salvaged doors and four exterior windows, previously referred to, can
be utilized in construction of the building addition.

7. Install an independent HV AC system for the building addition to provide separate zone control. Also,
possibly provide an independent electrical panel, depending on available capacity of electrical panels in
the Sanctuary.

8. Provide appropriate rain drainage routes from gutters to be installed between the existing building and
the proposed building addition.

9. Possibly remove trees currently located between the proposed addition and the existing parking area,
either to facilitate construction and/or to accommodate relocation of the existing underground sewer
system (the latter to be determined).

10. Remove remaining asphalt roadway on the north side of the building addition, re-route the curbing and
convert into a landscaped area. However, retain the pathway along the side of the existing building to
provide access to the "emergency exit door" of the building addition, and also to the outside water
faucet.

Considerations Related to the Proposed Building Addition & Modifications 

The following comments address the functionality, the rational and the aesthetics of the proposed building 
addition and modifications to the existing building 

1. The location of the building addition and the connecting corridor (contiguous to the Minister's office)
. provides a desirable traffic pattern to the building addition. It provides the shortest distance for the
children's departure from the Sanctuary during a Sunday service, and it also provides close access for
Mothers who remain in the Sanctuary. In addition, it appropriately locates the Conference Room and the
Administration Office towards the Lobby area.

2 



2. It is understood that a small size room, as a nursery, is preferable to care for the very young children
(toddlers), in order to confine and control the little ones. Therefore, the 19 ft. x 18 ft. room on the south
side of the building addition is divided into two 19 ft. x 9 ft. rooms. The two-piece frame and door for
the existing nursery room could probably be utilized as a divider between the two 19 ft. x 9 ft. rooms.

3. A fire door exit is provided at the north end of the corridor. As a safety measure for the children, it would
be prudent to not provide an additional emergency fire exit at the opposite end of the corridor, unless that
is a code requirement. By avoiding a building entry/exit at that end of the corridor, room space would be
maximized and it would ensure that children are safely confined and do not wander outside the building.

4. The two additional 19 ft. x 14 ft. rooms in the building addition would be available for expanded ARE
and CRE facilities and for small meeting activities. The room dimensions could be reduced to 19 ft. x 12
ft. to enable 2 ft. deep storage cupboards to be installed on the back walls.

5. The Administration Office, with a clear glass wall facing the corridor, has been located closest to the
Lobby for practical reasons. The Administration Office would be the first room visible from the Lobby
by people entering the building (say for an appointment with the Minister, et al). Likewise, the
Administrative Assistant would have visibility to people entering the building. The Administration
Office would also be an appropriate location for the current compartments where mail, memos, etc. are
left for collection by Board and Committee members, et al.

6. With the location of the Administration Office and the new access corridor established, the Conference
Room would be located in the remaining space - approximately 12 ft. x 16 ft. - the size of which would
be an improvement versus current meeting space. It is possible that the "double sectioned" glass
partition of the room currently occupied for CRE use, could be dismantled and modified to suit both the
Administration Office and the Conference Room, thus minimizing construction costs.

7. Enlarging the existing Social Room is a primary feature of the proposed remodeling of the building
interior. A larger room is currently desirable to accommodate the present size of the UUTC
congregation. The enlarged Social Room would be aesthetically enhanced by the proposed glass blocks
in the wall where the doorways from the corridor were formerly located.

8. The aesthetic appearance of the Lobby area is important, particularly for visitors when entering the
building. Its functionality is also important for small meetings and gatherings, such as the Wednesday
morning Eclectic sessions. The handsome fabric tapestry emblematic of Transylvania County, currently
on the wall facing the entrance, is in an ideal visual location.

The existing bulletin boards could be relocated onto the wall that will be constructed where the counter is 
currently located, thus providing improved viewing access. Below, a 12-inch deep counter could be 
installed on the wall to accommodate clipboards and name tag boxes. Alternatively, although space is 
somewhat confined, the alcove between the Social Room wall and the entranceway wall could be utilized 
by installing two 12-inch deep shelves, opposite each other on the two walls, for the same purpose. With 
retention of existing greenery decor, the functionality and overall aesthetic appearance of the Lobby 
would be enhanced. 

9. Installing the two loudspeakers (formerly installed in the Sanctuary), with a dedicated amplifier, to
provide a self contained sound system in the Social Room area would be a real asset for meetings held in
that area e.g. Wonderful Wednesday programs, ARE meetings, and use by outside organizations such as
the Sierra Club, et al.

Looking to the future, if UUTC attendance at Sunday services requires more than available seating in the 
Sanctuary, one could visualize overflow seating being provided in part of the Social Room, along with an 
overhead TV screen connected to a video camera mounted in the Sanctuary. Far fetched? Other 
churches have resorted to such overflow arrangements to accommodate growing needs. 
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Preliminary Estimate of Costs 

1,062 sq. ft.@ $150 per sq. ft.= 
Interior reconstruction: 
Interior decorating & carpeting 
Landscaping 
Interior Furnishings 
Prelim. Feasibility Study: 
Final Architectural Plans, et al: 

$ 159,000- See Note #1. 
$ 5,000- See Note #2 (estimated) 
$ 4,000 
$ 1,000 
$ 5,000 
$ 2,000- See Note #3. 
$ 10,000 - ( estimated) 

$ 186,000 

Add Construction Contingency (8%) $ 13,120 

Estimated Total Cost: $ 199,120 

Note #1: $150 per sq. ft. is based on a preliminary estimate by Doug Harris, Architect. 

Note #2: It is anticipated that some segments of construction could be provided by UUTC 
volunteers, to minimize the overall cost. 

Note #3: Based on Harris Architects PLLC letter, February 9, 2009 (attached) 

Caveats re Construction costs: 

I. The proposed building addition would be located over an existing underground sewer line,
possibly necessitating the latter to be relocated to comply with City of Brevard Planning
Department codes. However, with City of Brevard Planning Department approval, a
removable floor section could be installed over the existing sewer manhole cover, to provide
access (See Schematic sketch). Should approval not be forthcoming, requiring the existing
sewer line to be relocated, the above estimated costs would have to be increased accordingly.

2. The approximate width of the proposed building addition was chosen to coincide with an
existing concrete barrier wall, along side the existing paved roadway. It is assumed that the
resultant sizes of the interior rooms would be adequate for their intended use. However,
with removal of existing trees in the berm, between the roadway and the car parking lot, the
18 foot width of the building addition could be increased, but with a resultant increase of
construction costs.

3. All dimensions shown on the Schematic Floor Plan are approximate.

4 
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Delete Prev Next Reply/ All Forward/lnline Open In box 8 of 47 (Goto) �. -� (Move) (Copy)',._ _ln_b_ox ________ :_.l

_lte: Sun 20 Sep 21:40:40 EDT 2009 
From: "Peter Findlay" <prufman28@citcom.net> Add To Address Book I This is Spam
Subject: Building Remodeling Task Group 
To: "Bruce & Sandra Kirkman" <brukirkman@citcom.net>
Bruce, 

You will appreciate that I have been reluctant to contact you recently, following your unfortunate family situation. In 
hindsight, I realize that the following information and comments, et al, should have desirably been pre-issued to the Task 
Group to give members an opportunity to review and digest the materials. However, I feel it would have been 
presumptuous of me to do so without first submitting the materials to you. So ... with apologies for the short notice, the 
following is for your consideration: 

At the conclusion of the last Task Group meeting, you urged members to continue to give thought to the various issues 
that had been discussed. With our scheduled meeting tomorrow, I thought it would be timely to bring you up to date 
with various items that I have tried to address. They are listed as a brief summary sheet entitled "Additional 
Information developed following the Initial Task Group Meeting" (attached). I believe the comments/information will 
be helpful in our further Task Group discussions. 

Permit me to add a few supplementary comments: 

Re Item 1 : I assume that a comparison of the two architect proposals will be a high priority for discussion. 
A comparison of the two proposals is attached (as best I could determine from their proposal phraseology!) The high 
cost of Sam Newton's proposal, compared to Doug Harris' proposal is puzzling and it may require further discussion with 
+i..) Sam Newton to clarify his proposal. Question ... are we comparing apples with apples?

Re Item 2: Walt Hall raised the issue of demographics and, referring to data developed by the UUTC Strategic 
Committee, I have prepared "General Observations regarding the Demographics of Transylvania County ... ". 
Relating these data to UUTC projections has led me to certain conclusions. You may wish the two-page memo to be 
discussed by the Task Group (attached for your review). I believe it is germane to your Guiding Principles ... particularly 
what would be "adequate" in relation to keeping construction costs and additional annual budget expenses to a minimum. 

Re Item 3: This came to you as an e-mail from uutcdre@citcom.net, dated Tuesday, September 08, 2009, of which I 
received a copy. I presume that it is recoverable from your "In Box". 

Items 4, 5 and 6: These are attached and I think you will find the information/comments self explanatory. 

Re Item 7: This was discussed at our first meeting and perhaps may be a sensitive issue. Clearly, Ernie's current office 
is in a convenient location, being in close proximity to the "General Office" (Data base computer/operator, co-DRE staff, 
copying equipment, office files, etc). If the closet, contiguous to Ernie's office was eliminated, then Ernie's office could be 
sizably enlarged. I have prepared, as a hand-out sketch, a suggested layout of the enlarged office to illustrate this ... a 
more appropriate arrangement for visitors and discussion groups. I believe the materials currently kept in the storage 
closet could be kept elsewhere ... on the Utility room shelves and/or in wall cabinets ( either in the Utility room or in the 
General Office). 

Incidentally, I recognize that the remodeled rooms for Ernie's office, the Conference room and the Administrative 
Assistant's office, each would not have a window to the outside of the building (but this is a common situation is many 
office buildings). This is an unavoidable factor due to the location of the proposed building addition. However, the 
installation of skylights (similar to those installed in the Sanctuary) would be a good practical compromise. Again 
... "adequate" being a key consideration. 

)item 8: Questions were raised during our last meeting regarding existing room sizes. Therefore, I have added 
dimensions to the schematic sketch. Color coding the individual rooms has been added to make for easier identification. 

https://webmail.citcom.net/wm/mail/login.html Page 1 of 2 
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I have made copies of the revised schematic floor plan for distribution (too large to attach by e-mail). 

R.e Item 9: The revised schematic floor plan incorporates a storage area in the expanded Social room (Sheryl Thomas
)gested chair storage be provided), for folding chairs, plus the TVNCR unit, a PA system, etc. The schematic floor

1,1,an also includes some changes suggested by the CRE committee, but there will no doubt have to be further dialogue 
regarding other CRE requests. Similar to Item 8, I have color coded the individual rooms for easier identification. I have 
made copies of the revised schematic floor plan for distribution (too large to attach by e-mail). 

Bruce, that is a lot of material, but I assume that you would wish to view these materials prior to our meeting. I will have 
extra copies of each Item for distribution, as you deem appropriate. 

Peter. 

Attachment: Estimated Annual Operating Expenses for Building Addition.doc (31k bytes) Open

Attachment: Comparison of Aoor Space.doc (31k bytes) Open

Attachment: Comments re CRE Committee proposals of Sept. 8, 2009.doc (30k bytes) Open

Attachment: General Observations regarding the Demographics of Transylvania County R-1.doc ( 48k bytes) 
Open 

Attachment: Comparison of Architectural Proposals re Feasibility Study.doc (39k bytes) Open

Attachment: Additional information developed following the Initial Task Group Meeting.doc (29k bytes) 
Open 

Delete Prev Next Reply/ All Forward/lnline Open In box 8 of 47 (Goto) -. -� (Move) (Copy� 1 
__ 1_n_bo_x _______ !..., 
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Proposed UUTC building addition 
Comparison of existing versus additional interior floor space 

EXISTING INTERIOR FLOOR SPACE: 

Webmaster, DRE 
& General Office 

Existing Floor Space 

12' X 12' - 9" = 153 sq. ft 

Proposed Floor Space 

no change 

Minister' s Office 12' x 12' = 144 sq. ft. 12' x 16' = 192 sq. ft 
( usable space) 

Increase 

-0-

48 sq. ft. 

Social Room 16'-3" X 30' = 488 sq. ft. 488 sq. ft. + 382 sq. ft. 
= 870 sq. ft., including 
cupboards to store chairs. 

Conference Room 12' X 11 ' -8" = 140 sq. ft. 12' X 16' = 192 sq. ft. 
( usable space) 

Administration Area 9'-3" X 12'- 9" = 118 sq. ft. 10' X 16' = 160 sq. ft. 

Entrance Lobby no change no change 

Kitchen Area no change no change 

Utility Room no change no change 

INCREASED FLOOR SPACE WITH BUILDING ADDITION: 

Nursery 
Play Area 

CRERoom 

Existing Floor Space 

10' -9" X 12' -9" = 137 sq. ft. 
9' -9" X 6' -6" = 63 sq. ft. 

Proposed Floor Space 

200 sq. ft. 19' x 14' = 266 sq. ft. 

(former Conf. Room) 16' x 16' = 256 sq. ft. 19' x 14' = 266 sq. ft ) 
19' X 14' = 266 sq. ft ) 

383 sq. ft. 

52 sq. ft. 

42 sq. ft. 

-0-

-0-

-0-

Increase 

66 sq. ft. 

532 sq. ft. 276 sq. ft. 

Note: Conference Room could also be used 
for temporary overflow CRE usage on a 
Sunday, say for older age group children. 

Bldg Addition Corridor -0-

12' X 16' = 192 sq. ft. 192 sq. ft. 

(276 sq. ft. + 192 sq. ft.= 468 sq. ft.) 

38' X 4' = 152 sq. ft. -0-

TOTAL ADDITIONAL INTERIOR FLOOR SPACE = circa 1,026 sq. ft. 
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Estimated Annual Operating Expenses for Building Addition 

1. Calculation of additional floor space:

Estimated Existing interior floor space: 6,380 sq. ft. 

Estimated Building Addition interior floor space: 1,026 sq. ft. 

Ratio of Building Addition versus Existing Building= 1,026 + 6,380 = 0.16 ratio. 

2. Estimated Annual Utility and Insurance Increases

(1) Current Gas expenses-Existing building: $2,390 

Estimated Gas expenses -building addition: 

(2) Current Electricity expenses -Existing building 

Estimated Electricity expenses -building addition: 

(3) Current Water/Sewage expenses- Existing building 

$2,390 X 0.16 = $ 382 

$2,600 

$2,600 X 0.16 = $ 156 

$ 510 

Estimated Water/Sewage expenses -building addition: $ 510 x 0.16 = $ 82 

(4) Current Insurance Costs: $2,500 

Estimated pro rata increase-building addition: $2,500 x 0.16 = $ 400 

TOTAL ANNUAL UTILITY EXPENSE INCREASES: 

3. Estimated Annual Mortgage Increase (Straight Line Basis)

Assume total construction costs equal$ 250,000 

Assume 100% mortgage at 6% interest 

Then: Interest payment for 1st year =$ 250,000 x 0.06 = $15,000 

Annual reduction of mortgage over 30 years = $ 8,300 

**TOTAL ANNUAL FINANCING COST: $23,300 

** Note: 

Excludes liquidation costs for existing mortgage, circa $ 56,000 outstanding. 

$1,020 
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Peter Findlay 

From: 
To: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

Hi Bruce, 

<uutcdre@citcom.net> 
<brukirkman@citcom.net> 
Tuesday, September 08, 2009 8:47 AM 
Space needs for children/youth programs 

Page 1 of 1 

The CRE Committee discussed future space needs on Sunday, and here is a summary of what we came 
up with: 

Nobody could envision a I 0-year plan ... but our current space is outgrown, and the new plan would be a 
tight squeeze already, without a youth program added. 

We agreed that the key to using the space as proposed was to'make it flexible -- for instance, having 
j, sliding room dividers instead of solid walls. 

_3. Adequate storage space is a must.

4. There is no need for two separate nursery rooms.

< The nurs�ry should be adja�ent to the rest r?om, so the nursery helpers can tend to diaper changes, etc., 
�· more easily. (I though of this after the meetmg, actually.)

/ And, as for the existing women's rest room, all of us agreed that it contains a lot of wasted space, and
0 that additional stalls should be added (not just for the children's use!). 

Hope this helps. Let me know when the next meeting is scheduled. 

Thanks, 

Gerry 

PS - Ernie mentioned your family in the Sunday Joys and Sorrows, but gave no details. I hope you are 
all OK. 

9/9/2009 
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Comments re "uutcdredre" e-mail to Bruce Kirkman (Sept gth) 
Re: CRE Space needs for children/youth programs. 

1. Disagree with the contention that the new plan is a "tight ��ueeze". On the contrary, the
proposed building addition provides three CRE rooms & add1t1onal floor space:

One room for a nursery ................ (an increase of 66 sq. ft.) 
One room for Afes 5 to 2nd Grade .... (an increase of 10 sq. ft.)
One room for 3r to 5th grade ........... (an additional 266 sq. ft.) 

Total increase of 342 sq. ft. 

Currently we have no children beyond Grade5 

Conclusion: proposed space is a significant increase compared to existing space. 

2. Sliding room dividers, as proposed by CRE Committee, would provide undesirable
transmission of sound between rooms (which would be a distraction) versus solid walls.
Also, sliding room dividers would be much more expensive that solid walls, would be prone
to damage, and would eliminate one wall in each room for wall mounted display materials.
Further, solid walls would be preferable for potential resale of the building ( one of the
specified guiding parameters for remodeling/addition.

Conclusion: Reject sliding room dividers in favor of solid walls.

3. Agree that adequate storage is a "must" throughout the building. The facilities for Nursery
and CRE rooms to be worked out with the architect but remember ... the more permanent
storage room space, the less flexibility and less floor space.

Note:
Regarding the Social Room, the 12" "set back" (to accommodate abutment fittings for the
existing sliding room divider) has been increase to 24" to provide storage cupboards (as
suggested at the August 2J1h meeting) to accommodate storage of folding chairs (5 rows x 5
chairs deep = 25 chairs) and storage shelves above for miscellaneous materials; plus a 36"
wide cabinet to store the TVNCR stand, sound system and microphone stand (for Social
Room P.A. system)

4. CRE Committee requested an undivided nursery room. Plan modified accordingly.

5. CRE committee's request to locate the Nursery Room adjacent to a rest room is impractical
for overall functionality of other building occupants. Suggest use of a hygienic diaper
disposal container that can be readily emptied after use and the disposable liner deposited
directly into the garbage bins located adjacent to the Nursery room;

6. Expanding the Women's Rest Room facilities is a question for architectural consideration,
regarding feasibility and cost involved.

* * * * * * * * 



General Observations regarding the Demographics of Transylvania County, 
relative to UUTC Congregational Members. 

The Strategic Planning Committee Final report, dated June 26, 2005, provided useful projections of 
the major issues that UUTC could be confronting during the following five to ten years. As we now 
view those recommendations in the latter part of 2009, several issues relevant to space problems 
have arisen and/or have been dealt with. It is worth noting selected items, applicable to the 
Building Remodeling Task Group, which are as follows: 

Task Group m, Item A: "Be prepared for alternative services when average attendance reaches 
112." 
(Holding two Sunday services was commenced June 2008) 

Item B: "Make additional space in the existing building available for the CRE 
program when the RE Committee determines that it is necessary." 

(The former Coeference Room is now used for expanded CRE activities.) 

Item D: "Pursue actively and creatively UUTC's space needs for the next five to 
ten years" 

(This is the current charge by the Board to the Building Remodeling 
Task Group) 

Task Group IV, Item C: "Employ a part-time RE Director and a part-time Administrative 
Assistant when membership reaches 150 or pledges reach$ 150,000 per 
year. 
(Both recommendations have been implemented) 

In June 2006, Task Force 3 of the Strategic Planning Committee presented its Final Report on 
Recommended Facilities Requirements. As we now view those projections in the latter part of 
2009, it is apparent that several projections were quite realistic and achievable. 

Recommendation 1 - Sanctuary Space: 
"When the chosen sanctuary capacity benchmark is reached, we should go to two services" 
(As indicated above, under Task Group III, Item A, this recommendation has been 
implemented.) 

Recommendation 2 - Children's Religious Education: 
"At the time the chosen classroom capacity benchmark is reached, the Spirit Play group will 
expand into the Conference Room." 
(As indicated above, under Task Group Ill, Item B, this recommendation has been 
implemented) 

Recommendation 3 - Adult Religious Education/Social Programs: 
"Because the Social Room and Lobby often are crowded during the coffee hour and large 
social events, serious consideration should be given now to removing the wall that 
separates the old office from the lobby, thus increasing the size of the lobby area" 

(This recommendation was deferred The currently proposed building addition/renovation 
retains the "old office" wall as part of an enlarged Social Room, providing an increased 
floor area of78%.) 
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Task Force 3 also produced a Framework for Space Planning as of the end of 2005. It included 
interesting demographic data, reproduced below, which is still relevant to Yr-2009 regarding the 
UUTC Congregation. 

Members Friends 

A2e Number Percent Number Percent 

55+ 91 82 18 45 
36-54 8 7 5 13 
20-35 12 11 17 42 
Total 111 100% 40 100 

Based upon the Yr-2000 Census of Transylvania County, the following demographic distribution 
was as follows, and that data also appears to be relevant to Yr-2009 regarding the UUTC 
Congregation. 

Age Number Percentage 

75+ 2,768 9.4% 
55-74 7,336 25.1% 
35-54 7,661 26.9% 
20-34 4,518 15.5% 

- - -5-19- --5,326 18.2-% 
0-4 1,435 4.9% 

These data indicate that the age group 55-75+ represents 34.5% (over one third) of Transylvania 
County, and that the age group 35-75+ represents 61.4% (over two thirds) of Transylvania County. 
Clearly, the County is growing in senior population faster than the rate of other counties around us, 
and is shrinking in the number of children. 

The influx of new residents within Transylvania County continues to be a growing proportion of the 
upper age bracket. Suggested reasons for this are as follows: 

* Transylvania County is "being found" by out-of-State residents, and is perceived as a very
desirable location, aesthetically and climate wise.

* High housing costs tend to discourage the influx of lower age group families, who then
tend to gravitate towards less expensive areas, such as Mills River, Fletcher and
Hendersonville.

* Higher cost of living expenses - property taxes, food and general requisites.

* The area attracts people who are fortunate enough to have sufficient income from their
retirement assets.

* Job opportunities within Transylvania County for younger age groups with family
members to support, allied with the level of earnings/salaries being offered within the
County, are less attractive than alternate (perhaps larger city) locations.



Relating these conclusions to UUTC it may be concluded that UUTC membership growth of 
younger families may tend to be limited, even though a number of young mothers do presently 
participate in UUTC activities. 

Due to the relatively high ratio of UUTC's senior population, older age group members were the 
primary contributors of the funds necessary to purchase the UUTC building and they continue to be 
the primary contributors to UUTC's annual operating budget. Major growth of adult activities has 
been the Wonderful Wednesday programs, regular meetings of the Men's and Women's groups, and 
a variety of other individual ARE programs. Therefore, continued UUTC membership growth will 
probably be weighted towards the older age category. 

UUTC programs for youngsters should indeed continue to be encouraged, with adequate facilities 
being provided for their programs. However, the senior age group makeup of the UUTC 
congregation should be an important factor when defining priorities for the use of remodeled and 
additional UUTC facilities. 

*********************** 

Compiled by Peter Findlay and based upon 
the various reports referenced within the text. 

September 12, 2009 
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Additional information developed following the Initial Task Group Meeting 

The following information and revising schematic floor plans are available for distribution: 

1. Architect proposals: An element-by-element comparison of each proposal submitted by
Sam Newton and Doug Harris.

2. Demographic information: Based on Strategic Planning Committee Task Group reports
(provided by Jim Hardy), using Transylvania County demographic data, the perceived
applicability to UUTC demographic growth and its implications has been projected.

3. CRE Committee input: Reviewed their comments regarding the initial floor space plan.

4. Responses to CRE Committee input: Individual comments addressed.

5. Floor space comparisons: Listed room by room and function by function for:

(a) Individual rooms in the existing building
versus 

(b) Plan to remodel the existing building, plus a building addition.

6. Estimated annual increase of operating expenses and mortgage payments: Developed
for the proposed building addition, by extrapolating existing utility and mortgage expenses.

7. Minister's Office: Suggested changes to expand size and functionality of existing office.

8. Existing floor plan: Individual rooms have been re-measured and dimensions have been
added to the schematic floor plan, to facilitate a comparison to proposed remodeling and
building addition. Individual functions have been color coded for clarity and comparison.
Revised plan has been prepared for distribution at the Task Group next meeting.

9. Proposed remodeling and Building Addition Plan: Schematic floor plan has been revised
to incorporate several suggestions made at the frrst Task Group meeting and those, as
considered practical, by the CRE Committee. Individual functions have been color coded for
clarity and comparison.
Revised plan has been prepared for distribution at the next Task Group meeting.

Presumably, Item l will be the initial key discussion of the next Task Group Meeting. Hopefully, 
the comparison of proposals will facilitate discussion. 

By comparing Items 7, 8 and 9, together with measured floor space comparisons (Item 5), it is 
hoped that the Task Group will be able to reach a consensus regarding the basic functional 
parameters required regarding the overall project, as an initial step for presentation to the selected 
architect. 
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July 6, 2009 

Dear Bruce, 

Peter A. R. Findlay 
28 Canterbury Trace 

Brevard, NC 28712-9517 
Tel/Fax: (828) 885-7194 

E-Mail: parfman28@citcom.net

Re: UUTC Building Task Group 

For some time, it has been evident that the building space at UUTC has its limitations. Space 
considerations led to the necessity of holding two Sunday services. At times, the Social Room is 
"wall to wall" people. The Conference Room is tight quarters. We lack space to expand UUTC's 
CRE activities to meet the upcoming needs of children who are growing up and soon will want their 
own space. In short, these conditions all point to the fact that the UUTC congregation is beginning 
to outgrow the space capacity of the building. That is a wonderful problem! 

As you know, thought has been given to purchasing a larger church. However, that poses the 
problem of selling our existing building and financing the new building . . . and would we really 
want to move from our existing site? Clearly, the UUTC building is in a prime location, it is a 
quality building, and it would serve our future needs for several years if a building addition and 
interior modifications were implemented. 

With this in mind, I thought it would be useful to summarize details of a concept to address these 
issues. I understand that alternative solutions have also been proposed for consideration. I hope 
you will perceive the enclose material as a constructive contribution towards future discussions with 
the Task Group, and that they may also serve as a basis for evaluation by a selected architect. 

For your convenience, six copies of the existing and a proposed Schematic Floor Plan are enclosed, 
both of which you may care to distribute to members of the Task Group. 

Yours sincerely, 



Projected Membership Growth vis-a-vis Sanctuary Seating Capacity (revised) 

1. UTC Members, as of April 2009 (latest Membership Directory) 164 Members (M) 

2. UUTC Friends, as of April 2009 (latest Membership Directory) 58 Friends (F) 

Total Members & Friends (April 2009) 222 (M+ F) 

3. UUTC Members, as of April 2004 (approx. date of building occupancy) 128 Members (M) 

4. UUTC Friends, as of April 2004 (as above, and as ratio to Members) 44 Friends (F) 

Total Members & Friends (April 2004) 172

5. Annualized Member growth, April 2004 to April 2009: (164- 128 ) + 5 7 .2 Members (M) 

6. Annualized Friends growth, April 2004 to April 2009: (58 - 44) + 5 2.8 Friends (F) 

Total annualized Member & Friends growth over 5 years: 

(222-172) + 5 10.0 (M) and (F) 
7. Sanctuary seating capacity= 145 chairs.

Applying the "80% occupancy rule", the available seating= 116 chairs.

5. Average Sunday service attendance (June 1, 2008 to February 22, 2009):

9:30 a.m. Service = 51.5 attendees (44.5%) 11 :00 a.m. Service = 64.2 attendees (55.5%) 

6. Extrapolating 9:30 a.m. average Sunday service attendance (51.5) @ 44.5% of 10 per year
linear membership growth, and based on 80% seating capacity:

(51.5 x 0.445) + 10 "x" = 116 chairs. Therefore "x" (years)= (116- 22.91) + 10 = 9.3 years 

7. Extrapolating 11 :00 a.m. average Sunday service attendance (64.2)@ 55.5% of 10 per year
linear membership growth, and based on 80% seating capacity:

(64.2 x 0.555) + 10 "x" = 116 chairs. Therefore "x" (years)= (116- 35.63) + 10 = 8.0 years 

8. Estimated number of Members & Friends, at the current ratio of attendees for both Sunday services,
and at a linear extrapolated rate, vis-a-vis 80% seating capacity:

Maximum estimate: 222 (M + F) + (10 x 9.3 years)= 315 Members and Friends 

Minimum estimate: 222 (M + F) + (10 x 8.0 years) = 302 Members and Friends 

Note: The foregoing calculations could be changed by the following: 
(a) A change in the ratio of attendance between the 9:30 a.m. and 11 :00 a.m. services.
(b) Growth of Member and/or Friends contra to the linear extrapolation of available data.
( c) A future change in the ratio of Members versus Friends comprising the UUTC congregation.
( d) As attendance grows in future years, there will be instances when "above average attendance"

will exceed the arbitrary "80% seating capacity" rule.

The net effect of these factors occurring could change the "9.3 years" and "8.0 years" respectively, 
the extent of which cannot be assessed. 

5 



Other Considerations 

Note # 1: When a full congregation meeting would be required, it would be prudent to hold such meeting 
in rented larger space, such as the Rogow Room at the Transylvania County Library, to 
accommodate the number of Members and Friends beyond the existing 80% capacity of Sanctuary 
seating. 

Note #2: UUTC currently has a mortgage obligation of circa $56,000 for an estimated building value of 
$900,000 to $1,000,000. Assuming that the proposed building addition and modifications were 
financed by a re-negotiated mortgage (plus $200,000), UUTC's mortgage obligation would be 
increased to $256,000 for a re-evaluated estimated building value of circa $1,200,000 to 
$1,400,000- a mortgage ratio of 0.18 to 0.21 versus estimated building value. This would seem 
to be an acceptable ratio. 

Attached: 

However, an increased mortgage obligation would also increase annual interest and repayment 
costs. This would have to be evaluated by the Finance Committee for inclusion in future Annual 
Operating Budgets. 

1. Schematic Floor Plan of existing UUTC building.

2. Schematic Floor Plan of proposed UUTC building addition and interior remodeling.

3. Harris Architects PLLC letter, February 9, 2009

4. Schematic drawing of proposed access to existing sewer manhole cover.

My Docs/UUTC/ Building Committee/Basic Details - Proposed Expansion - July 2009 
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